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 School of Cognitive Science
CS-0111-1: The Emergence of Literacy

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-222 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: M. Burch
Seats: 8
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to 9 time. 

This time includes reading, writing, research.

The majority of adults are able to read fluently. 
However, when children learn to read, the process is 
dependent on a number of skills and requires a great 
deal of adult guidance. In this course we will discuss 
the cultural importance of literacy across societies and 
throughout childhood. We will focus on the develop-
ment of the complex skill of reading, including pho-
nemic awareness, phonics, fluency, and higher-order 
processes that contribute to decoding and text com-
prehension. Because instruction can play a determin-

ing factor in children’s acquisition of literacy skills, we 
will study early reading materials and examine prac-
tices that are employed at home and in the classroom 
to facilitate the acquisition of these skills. We will also 
collaborate with a local elementary school to develop 
resources for families to support language and literacy 
engagement at home. Evaluation will be based on class 
participation, a series of short papers, and a longer fi-
nal project.

CS-0112-1: Introduction to Programming in Unity

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-126 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: J. Davila
Seats: 8
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media; Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend about ten hours 

a week in preparation and work outside of class time. This time 
includes reading, writing, research, programming, and preparing 
for oral presentations.

This course is designed to give students a strong 
introduction to computer programming, with an em-
phasis on their developing their own projects by the 
end of the semester. By the end of the course success-
ful students will be able to write programs of moderate 
difficulty. While Unity is a platform commonly used to 

develop computer games, students will be able to devel-
op any type of program. As a course that can provide a 
strong foundation for further computer science cours-
es, this class will expose students to input/output oper-
ations, if-else structures, loops, functions, objects, and 
classes. No prior programming experience is necessary.

CS-113T-1: Universal Grammar

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-111 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: D. Altshuler
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Seats: 13
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

We will discuss what it means to have a universal 
language, a universal grammar and the difference be-
tween the two. Is it something we aspire to have? Do 

we have a choice in the matter? To make sense of these 
questions, we will study phonological, syntactic and se-
mantic phenomena in various languages of the world.

CS-0114-1: Introduction to Philosophy

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: L. Sizer
Seats: 8
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Philosophy is a method of inquiry that helps us re-
flect on our own condition, our relationships with each 
other and the world around us through the careful in-
vestigation of concepts such as mind, freedom, morali-
ty, and justice. It is also a mode of analysis and criticism 
that allows us to examine the structure and soundness 
of our ideas and arguments. This class will introduce 

you to some of the classic questions in philosophy, as 
well as the methods of inquiry philosophers use to ex-
amine them. Topics may include arguments for the ex-
istence of god, the nature of knowledge, the problem 
of free will, and the nature of mind. A series of shorter 
and longer papers will be required.

CS-118T-1: Philosophy and Science of Emotions

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: L. Sizer
Seats: 13
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

This course is an interdisciplinary investigation 
of emotions rooted in an analytical philosophical ap-
proach. The aim of the course is to understand how 
different academic disciplines approach the study 
of emotions, and how these perspectives can inform 
each other. Are emotions primarily bodily respons-
es? Thoughts? What roles do cultures play in shaping 
our emotions? What functions do emotions serve? Do 
babies have the same emotions as adults? What can 
neuroscience tell us about emotions? To answer these 

questions we need to look beyond our personal expe-
riences and examine evidence and arguments offered 
by philosophy, psychology, neuroscience, anthropology 
and evolutionary theory. Students will read and criti-
cally analyze material from a variety of different disci-
plines, and will write several short and longer papers.
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CS-0119-1: Political Culture: Elections

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-222 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Miller
Seats: 8
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Elections: Every society offers public rituals, for-
mal instruction and places of sacred memory whose 
purpose is to foster a common political identity like 
nationalism and citizenship. Some of these devic-
es appear natural and timeless; others are obviously 
invented. Some exist in peaceful periods; others are 
meant to galvanize people for warfare. One important 

example of political culture is the presidential election 
campaign, which will be happening for much of this 
term, and will be our focus of study. Students will lead 
reading discussions, write an essay and complete a fi-
nal project that includes a group presentation and an 
individual paper.

CS-0122-1: Intro to Tabletop Game Design

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: R. Daviau
Seats: 7
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media; Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. 
This time includes playing games, designing prototypes, and 
playtesting prototypes. There will also be written evaluations 
of games, pitch preparations, and rules writing and analysis. $30 
to cover components for prototypes. Can be waived if there is 
hardship.

In this course, students will play, analyze, and de-
sign tabletop games to introduce them to the concepts 
of game design. We will make good use of the Hamp-
shire Game Library. Assignments will be project-based 
and are intended to provide both crucial practice of 
skills and useful additions to a portfolio. The course 
will include three primary parts. First, students will 

play and analyze existing games on a weekly basis. 
Second, students will work in small teams creating ini-
tial prototypes highlighting different aspects of game 
design. Third, each student will individually design an 
original game. Frequent critiques and playtests will in-
crease students’ ability to give and receive thoughtful 
feedback and to learn how to iterate effectively.

CS-127T-1: Cognitive Science: Minds, Brains, & Intelligent Machines

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-222 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: N. Stillings
Seats: 13
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
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Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 
hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Minds, Brains, & Intelligent Machines: Scientific 
studies of the mind, the brain, and intelligent machines 
have become thoroughly intertwined. In this tutorial 
students will explore threads, patterns, and tensions in 
this rich and exciting fabric of inquiry, including con-

trasting theoretical perspectives, major findings, and 
key research methods. Readings will be drawn from 
books and scientific journals. Students will complete 
short writing assignments and a final paper on a topic 
of their choosing.

CS-0137-1: Plato’s Moral and Political Philosophy

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-222 CRS Monday, Wednesday 4 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: E. Alleva
Seats: 8
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

This course explores central questions in Plato’s 
moral and political philosophy: What is the good life 
for human beings? What is virtue? What do specific 
virtues, such as justice, piety, courage, and wisdom in-
volve? What makes an individual or a community just? 
What roles do knowledge, emotion, and education play 
in a virtuous life? What significance does the nature 
and organization of the psyche have in being virtuous? 

How is virtue acquired? Is it innate? Can it be taught? 
Are all humans capable of being virtuous? Is a virtuous 
life more meaningful or valuable than other human 
pursuits? What role does philosophy have in under-
standing and answering these questions? The course 
will involve close readings of key texts by Plato and will 
emphasize philosophical analysis, argument, and criti-
cism.

CS-173T-1: Introduction to Data Science

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-126 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: E. Meyers
Seats: 13
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least eight hours 

a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This time 
includes reading, writing, research, programming and completing 
problem sets.

Data Science is a field that uses computational 
tools to extract insight from large data sets. In this 
class will discuss several of the main topics in Data Sci-
ence including data visualization, how to manipulate 
large data sets (data wrangling), and how to make pre-
dictions from data (machine learning). Students will 
learn how to use the R programming language to ana-
lyze data. Assignments will consist of weekly problem 
sets that cover newly introduced topics, and a midterm 
and a final project. By the end of the class students 

should be able to effectively visualize and analyze data 
in order to extract information for large data sets. The 
class has no prerequisites; past programming experi-
ence will be useful.
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CS-0177-1: Aliens: Close Encounters of a Multidisciplinary Kind

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-111 SEM Tuesday 6:30 p.m. 9:20 p.m.
Faculty: S. Hameed
Seats: 5
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research. The students taking the 
class at 300 level will be required to write longer research papers.

Close Encounters of a Multidisciplinary Kind: This 
course can be summed up as: everything you wanted 
to know about aliens but were afraid to ask (a scien-
tist). The course will explore the topic of extraterres-
trial intelligence from the perspective of several differ-
ent fields. We will look at the history of UFO sighting 
claims and analyze the reliability of eye-witness tes-
timonies, explore psychological & sociological reasons 

behind claims of alien abductions, and analyze the cur-
rent state of the search for extraterrestrial intelligence 
(SETI) from the perspective of astronomy and plane-
tary research. We will also examine how film and televi-
sion have shaped our view of aliens in popular culture. 
We will conclude the course by looking at religions that 
have been inspired by UFOs and extraterrestrials.

CS-0198-1: Biodiversity in the Hampshire woods: Creating a database

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-111 SEM Wednesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: S. Partan
Seats: 4
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information; Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. 
This time includes reading, writing, research, and conducting 
observations in the woods with other students from class. There 
will be a field trip to the Harvard Forest to see other biodiversity 
survey research in progress.

Creating a database: Although previous students 
and classes have studied various aspects of biodiversi-
ty in the Hampshire Woods over the years, much of the 
data they collected tends to be lost with the passing of 
time. The goal of this class is to take the first steps to-
ward building a long-term database of animal diversity 
on Hampshire property. The rationale for this goal is 
that the earth’s climate is near the beginning of like-
ly dramatic upcoming changes, and it is of utmost im-
portance to document biodiversity now, before we lose 
species we may not have realized were here. Students in 
this exploratory class will work together to figure out 

a plan for documenting biodiversity. We will examine 
how long-term databases are used by other research 
groups, set up a pilot database of our own, and will 
spend a good deal of time exploring our woods to learn 
together about what is there. Students with experience 
or interest in natural history, animal identification, and 
computer databases are particularly encouraged to 
join the class. Students must be willing to do regular 
fieldwork (occasionally in inclement weather), and it is 
preferable if you have patience and can pay close atten-
tion to detail.

CS-0206-1: Introduction to Statistics

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-126 SEM Monday, Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
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Faculty: E. Meyers
Seats: 23
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, and research.

This class is an introduction to statistical methods 
that are useful for analyzing data. Topics will include 
descriptive statistics (summary statistics and graph-
ical methods), and resampling and parameter infer-
ence methods for calculating confidence intervals and 
conducting hypothesis tests. Students will learn how 
to use the R programming language to explore statis-
tical concepts and to analyze real data. Assignments 

will consist of weekly problem sets that cover newly 
introduced topics, and cumulative learning checks that 
reinforce the topics that have been covered. By the end 
of the class students should be able to understand the 
concepts that underlie statistical analyses used in a 
variety of fields, and should be able to apply statistical 
methods to gain insight into data that they collect.

CS-0215-1: Biological Evolution in the Public Sphere

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Crosslisted with NS-0215-1
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 CRS Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: S. Hameed
Seats: 20
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Biological evolution is often at the center of science 
and religion debates. While there is a broad consensus 
amongst biologists about the common descent of hu-
mans from prior species and the processes that drive 
biological evolution, public debates continue over the 
validity of evolution. According to the latest Gallup 
poll, 42% of Americans believe in a creationist view of 
human origins, and there are constant efforts by vari-
ous school boards across the country to include some 
form of creationism in biology classes. Despite all the 

scientific evidence, why is biological evolution at the 
center of public debates today? In this course, we will 
look at sociological, psychological, and cultural factors 
that shape the public reception of evolution in the US 
and abroad. We will also look at the reliability of poll-
ing surveys and will conclude the course by analyzing 
the role of media in public evolution debate, from the 
Scopes Trial to the recent debate between Bill Nye and 
creationist, Ken Ham.

CS-0216-1: Animal Behavior I

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-112 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: S. Partan; M. Feinstein
Seats: 34
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information; Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

This course surveys some of the main theoretical 
ideas and methods of ethology, the scientific study of 

animal behavior. We explore the physiological, devel-
opmental, functional and evolutionary bases of behav-
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ior as well as related issues in the study of cognition. In 
addition, students learn and put into practice some of 
the ways that ethologists observe, record and measure 
behavior in the natural world. The main reading and 
discussion material for the course is drawn from jour-
nal articles in the professional scientific literature; stu-
dents are also expected to read John Alcock’s standard 

textbook, Animal Behavior. Two summary/critique pa-
pers on the journal articles will be required, along with 
a report on a public lecture relevant to the themes of 
the course, and a full-length paper on a species and re-
search topic of the student’s choosing. The final project 
will also be presented to the whole class either orally or 
in a poster session.

CS-0238-1: Cognitive Development

Note(s): Prerequisites Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: R. Rosenberg
Seats: 20
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

In this course we will discuss the processes by which 
children come to acquire, recall, and use knowledge. 
This course will focus on development from infancy to 
middle childhood. We will examine the emergence and 
refinement of children’s ability to form concepts, recall 
the past, and extend knowledge to new situations. We 
will consider methodological challenges and approach-
es to studying children’s abilities, including natural-
istic observations, and controlled laboratory studies. 
We will review literature on findings and theories of 

development in each area and discuss how changes in 
children’s representational understanding contribute 
to these abilities. Students will read textbook chapters 
and empirical research articles, complete in-class and 
out-of-class written activities, facilitate group-led class 
discussions, and write short papers on class topics. Pre-
requisite detail: Prerequisites: One prior course in the 
CS department in psychology, neuroscience, linguis-
tics, or animal behavior.

CS-0251-1: Museums as learning contexts: Designing and assessing muse

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-3 CRS Friday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: T. Zimmerman
Seats: 20
Skills: Writing and Research; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, informal learning observations, 
and independent research.

Designing and assessing muse: In this course, we 
will explore the explicit and implicit assumption that 
learning occurs in museum spaces. Many museums 
(art, science, etc.) and designed museum-like spaces 
such as aquariums, sculpture gardens, and historical 
centers, often collectively called “informal learning 
institutions,” frequently include educational compo-
nents in their mission statements or goals. Yet, how are 
these components enacted or realized? Several ques-
tions will drive our inquiry: How do we define learn-
ing in these settings? How do we measure learning 
in these settings? What design or program elements 

foster learning in these settings? How do culture, so-
cial norms and notions of privilege influence learning 
in these spaces? We will discuss foundational readings 
and critical research on museum learning. Students 
will conduct museum learning activities, conduct a 
short museum learning study and write a paper on a 
topic of interest related to museums as learning con-
texts.
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CS-0256-1: Narrative in Tabletop Game Design

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-126 SEM Tuesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: R. Daviau
Seats: 20
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: As with most things, the more time you put into this course, the 

more you will get out of it. You should expect to spend at least 
seven hours per week (on average) doing activities outside of 
class, primarily programming your games. Lab Fee: $20

There are many types of games that tell stories 
from modern digital AAA titles (like Bioshock Infinite) 
to 1980s classics (text adventures) to roleplaying games. 
But how can you create a compelling narrative in a 
boardgame or card game? This class will look at the 
confluence of story, character, and game design and 
how these are combined with board games. Students 

will study other media, analyze their use of narrative, 
and study other board games that employ heavy nar-
rative. Using these tools, students will design their 
own gaming experiences that employ characterization, 
theme, a three-act plot, plot twists, and elements of 
modern storytelling. Prerequisite Detail: At least one 
course in game design.

CS-0261-1: Ocean and Human Protection in the Face of Climate Change

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: T. Zimmerman
Seats: 25
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, and research.

How do we help people learn about, understand, 
and enact pro-environmental behavior (e.g., drive less, 
political action, consumer choice)? We will explore 
this question through the example of the ocean. Ma-
rine ecosystems are under immense human pressures. 
Ninety percent of fish stocks are overfished; coral reefs 
are dying; dead zones are growing; ocean acidity is in-
creasing. These all have human consequences, often 
disproportionately impacting marginalized people 
(poor; indigenous; minorities). Against this backdrop, 
we’ll explore how to move forward through theories 

from cognitive science (why can’t people “understand” 
climate issues?), ecopsychology (why don’t people use 
less energy?), learning sciences (how do we design cli-
mate change curriculum), psychology (don’t people 
care?), and cultural studies (indigenous peoples know 
how to live sustainably, right?). Through class discus-
sion, whole-class and individual project-based work, 
and short class papers, students will develop broad-
based knowledge about both marine science and per-
spectives for promoting a better human-nature future.

CS-0265-1: Pixelbending: Under the Hood of Modern Filmmaking

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-126 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: 
Seats: 20
Skills: Quantitative Skills
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Additional: In this course, much of the course work happens during the 
extend class periods, however, students are expected to spend 
approximately six to eight hours a week of preparation and work 
outside of class time as well. This course will be taught by an 
adjunct faculty member in for Chris Perry.

Under the Hood of Modern Filmmaking: With an 
affordable digital camera and simple editing software, 
anyone can be an image maker. But what does it take 
to be an image master? How does one take control over 
the images and films one makes rather than ceding it 
to the engineers of the software and hardware? This 
course is designed for students who seek mastery over 
the digital images they create, capture, edit, and/or dis-
tribute. The class will expose the foundational core 

that hides behind the interfaces of digital imaging and 
filmmaking technologies but which is crucial to using 
them with precision and finesse. Topics covered will 
include digital image representation, compression/de-
compression (codecs), frame rate changes, compositing, 
matting, tracking, color correction, color grading, and 
more. Prerequisite detail: An evaluation/passing grade 
from at least one media production class (film, video, 
animation, photography)

CS-0277-1: Evolution of Game Playing Multi-agent Systems

Note(s): Prerequisites Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-222 CRS Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Davila
Seats: 17
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend around ten hours 

a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This time 
includes reading, writing, research, programming, and preparing 
for presentations.

Evolutionary computation is an artificial intelli-
gence strategy based on natural evolution, in which 
candidate solutions are evaluated and recombined 
based on their performance. Agent-based systems use 
a collection of information to solve a complex task, 
while possibly providing for planning, communica-
tion, error recovery, and learning. In this course we will 
study and combine these two techniques and apply 
them to virtual simulations of games such as Capture 
the Flag, Robocup, RoboRescue, Quidditch, and others. 

Emphasis is placed on the design and implementation 
of course projects. Students will be able to work with a 
variety of software packages, such as neural network 
simulators, evolutionary packages, virtual world simu-
lators, computer game platforms such as pygames and 
Unity. Students should be comfortable programming 
in at least one high level programming language such 
as python, C, C++, C#, Java, Lisp, etc. Prerequisite detail: 
At least one college-level course in computer program-
ming.

CS-0288-1: The hidden power of form in language and media

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-108 SEM Wednesday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: D. Altshuler; J. Miller
Seats: 40
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Does form determine content? For example, per-
haps semantic structures of language have the effect of 
shaping the possible narratives of story telling. Or, as-
pects of a medium’s technology may set the parameters 

of the cultural forms of expression that are distinctive 
to that medium. In both cases, there is something im-
plicit in the means of communication that determines 
how it can be used - and in ways that might not be obvi-
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ous to the language speaker/ writer or media producer/
user. This course will explore these speculations from 

the perspectives of linguistics and media studies.

CS-0322-1: The Klamath Language

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-111 SEM Wednesday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: M. Feinstein
Seats: 16
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

This course is an intensive investigation of the 
linguistic structure of an unfamiliar and little-studied 
language - Klamath (maqlaqsyalank), once spoken by 
thousands of people in southern Oregon and now ef-
fectively extinct. A linguistic “isolate” (not obviously re-
lated to other languages), Klamath offers an important 
perspective on the hypothesis that there are universal, 
species-general properties of linguistic capacity. We’ll 
be paying special attention to Klamath phonology and 
morphology (along with syntactic and semantic issues) 

, utilizing recorded data collected by the instructor in 
the field, as well as reading what there is of scientific 
literature focused on the language. In addition, we will 
look at Klamath from the standpoint of thinking about 
the impact of “language death” and social and cultural 
dimensions of the growing diminution of linguistic di-
versity. Coursework will include hands-on analyses of 
available data as well as a sustained final paper on a 
topic of the student’s choosing. Prerequisite detail: Pri-
or coursework in linguistics

CS-0335-1: Seminar: Mind, Brain, Behavior

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 CRS Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: N. Stillings
Seats: 16
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research. Note: First-year students 
are not eligible. Second-year students require permission from 
the advisor and instructor.

Mind, Brain, Behavior: This seminar is for ad-
vanced students whose work involves mind, brain, or 
behavior and who are studying disciplines in the cog-
nitive, brain, or psychological sciences. Students will 
select the topics to covered, choosing journal articles, 
essays, or books in each area. Each week students will 
be expected to write a discussion paper or contribute 
to a web forum and to engage in intensive discussion 
during the single class meeting. Leadership of at least 
one class meeting, and an extended paper on one of the 

course issues is also required. Students are expected to 
spend at least six to eight hours a week outside of class 
time on the weekly reading and writing assignments 
and on developing their final projects. Prerequisite: 
Two or more courses in relevant fields. At least four 
previous semesters of college work. First-year students 
are not eligible. Second-year students require permis-
sion from the advisor and instructor. Prerequisite de-
tail: Two or more courses in relevant fields. 4 previous 
semesters of college work.

CS-0343-1: Research in Infant Cognition

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
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Faculty: R. Rosenberg
Seats: 16
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

This course is an upper level research seminar de-
signed for students who wish to learn how to perform 
research with infants and young children, and how to 
apply those research methods to answer questions in 
the domain of cognitive psychology. The course will 
cover all areas of setting up and running an infant 
study using behavioral measures, including theory, 
methods, and the practical aspects of running infant 
research. Students will read and present relevant lit-
erature and will learn how to design, run, code, and 
analyze infant studies. Studies will primarily focus on 

infants’ quantificational abilities, working memory ca-
pacity, and reasoning about the physics of solid objects. 
This course provides useful research experience for 
any students wishing to pursue divisional projects or 
graduate work in psychology, cognitive science, or re-
lated fields with infants or children. Prerequisite detail: 
Two prior courses in the CS department in psychology, 
linguistics, animal behavior, and/or neuroscience, or 
permission of instructor. Prior experience with infants 
and small children preferred.

CS-0377-1: Aliens: Close Encounters of a Multidisciplinary Kind

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-111 CRS Tuesday 6:30 p.m. 9:20 p.m.
Faculty: S. Hameed
Seats: 10
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research. The students taking the 
class at 300 level will be required to write longer research papers.

Close Encounters of a Multidisciplinary Kind: This 
course can be summed up as: everything you wanted 
to know about aliens but were afraid to ask (a scien-
tist). The course will explore the topic of extraterres-
trial intelligence from the perspective of several differ-
ent fields. We will look at the history of UFO sighting 
claims and analyze the reliability of eye-witness tes-
timonies, explore psychological & sociological reasons 

behind claims of alien abductions, and analyze the cur-
rent state of the search for extraterrestrial intelligence 
(SETI) from the perspective of astronomy and plane-
tary research. We will also examine how film and televi-
sion have shaped our view of aliens in popular culture. 
We will conclude the course by looking at religions that 
have been inspired by UFOs and extraterrestrials.

School of Critical Social Inquiry
CSI-0103-1: Introduction to Writing

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Greenwich House WRC SEM Wednesday, Friday 1 

p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: W. Ryan; E. Siegel
Seats: 8
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research
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Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 
six to eight hours a week of preparation and work outside of class 
time.

This course will explore the work of scholars, es-
sayists, and creative writers in order to use their prose 
as models for our own. We’ll analyze scholarly explica-
tion and argument, and we’ll appreciate the artistry in 
our finest personal essays and short fiction. Students 
will complete a series of critical essays in the human-
ities and natural sciences and follow with a personal 
essay and a piece of short fiction. Students will have 

an opportunity to submit their work for peer review 
and discussion; students will also meet individually 
with the instructors. Frequent, enthusiastic revision 
is an expectation. Limited to Division One Students. In 
this course students are generally expected to spend at 
least six to eight hours a week of preparation and work 
outside of class time. This course will be reading, writ-
ing, and discussion-intensive.

CSI-0106-1: A Word on Relationships: Introduction to Attachment and 
Psychoanalytic Theories

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-105 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Mattei
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice; Mind, Brain, and 

Information
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Introduction to Attachment and Psychoanalyt-
ic Theories: This course will introduce the student to 
two major psychological theories, attachment and 
psychoanalytic theory. These theories emphasize the 
development and derailment of relationships. We will 
use these theoretical perspectives to explore the inter-
personal, intersubjective, and intrapsychic dimensions 
of our relational worlds. Historical and cross-cultural 

aspects of these psychological approaches will be inte-
grated throughout our discussions. Primary and sec-
ondary sources, memoirs, clinical cases and research, 
and plays/film will be used to illustrate psychological 
concepts based on relational patterns. We will elabo-
rate on possible interdisciplinary applications of these 
theoretical frameworks.

CSI-0110-1: Global Poverty: Theories and Practices 

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 CRS Monday, Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: M. Gonzales
Seats: 8
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages; Power, Community and 

Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Theories and Practices : Poverty action and allevi-
ation are terms that have been used in relation to how 
we imagine engaging with the so-called “Third World.” 
This course seeks to analytically engage with poverty 
practices utilizing different models and paradigms of 

poverty alleviation around the world. Furthermore, 
the investigation of poverty alleviation will be sit-
uated within a larger historical context of 20th and 
21st century international development. While global 
poverty action and alleviation has been propagated 
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through state-led international development projects, 
the course also seeks to examine the role of non-gov-
ernmental organizations, social movements, private 
corporations, and philanthropic foundations all aimed 
at tackling and eradicating poverty. The course also ex-
amines the ways in which poverty is concentrated in 

urban settings. While most of the course content is sit-
uated in the “Third World,” case studies on poverty and 
inequality in the “First World” will be examined as well 
interrogating normative notions of the “Third World” 
and “First World.”

CSI-119T-1: Dis-Orientation: A Critical Ethnography of Hampshire College

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: K. Chang
Seats: 13
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

A Critical Ethnography of Hampshire College: Crit-
ical ethnography is a way of knowing about the cultur-
al worlds we live in through our reflexive participation 
in and writing about those worlds. Like going to col-
lege, doing critical ethnography requires disorientation 
in order to begin to question what we take for granted 
and learn through our engagements with others. In 
this tutorial, first-year students will learn the disorient-
ing methods of critical ethnography as a way of know-
ing about the intersecting cultural worlds that make 

up Hampshire College. Each student will carry out a 
semester-long ethnographic project and will be guided 
through the process of posing ethnographic questions, 
conducting fieldwork and interviews, grappling with 
the ethics of participatory research, writing field notes 
and other forms of ethnographic documentation, and 
engaging in the critical reflexive act of interpretation 
and writing. Through this ethnographic exploration of 
Hampshire, students will gain an understanding of the 
method, the college, and themselves.

CSI-0122-1: The Political Economy of Food

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: H. Scharber
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

How did we end up with a food system that stuffs 
some people and starves others? Who benefits from 
this system, who doesn’t, and why? Is it possible to 
pay farmers well, protect our ecosystems and have af-
fordable food? In this course, we’ll use questions like 
these to guide our study of the economics, politics and 
environmental impacts of the modern industrial food 
system. In addition to studying and critiquing the ex-

isting system, we will spend significant time exploring 
alternatives to mainstream methods of food produc-
tion, distribution and consumption. Students will learn 
to apply economic theories studied in class to specific 
aspects of the food system and undertake an indepen-
dent project on an alternative to mainstream food pro-
duction.

CSI-123T-1: Syria and the Refugee Crisis

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
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Faculty: O. Dahi
Seats: 13
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The Syrian crisis has become one of the most com-
plex political and humanitarian challenges of the 21st 
century. Though the Syrian uprising started alongside 
the Arab Uprisings in Egypt, Tunisia, Bahrain, and else-
where, it now lies at the intersection of local, regional, 
and global conflicts. In this course we will explore the 
many dimensions of the Syrian crisis. Some questions 
we will explore are: what are the roots of the Syrian 
crisis? What role did economic, political, and social 

factors alongside other issues such as climate change 
play in setting it in motion? What are the geopolitics 
of the crisis and what is the role of regional and inter-
national powers? What is everyday life like for Syrians 
both those inside Syria as well as refugees? What are 
the challenges associated with economic recovery and 
peacebuilding. We will explore these questions by ex-
amining articles, documentaries, interviews and pri-
mary documents related to the crisis.

CSI-0125-1: Making and Unmaking the School to Prison Pipeline

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 SEM Monday, Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: C. McLoyd
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The United States of America incarcerates more 
youth than any other country in the world. What role 
does education play in this phenomenon? This course 
explores the socio-educational factors at the heart of 
the school to prison pipeline, a term for the disturbing 
trend in which punitive policies have led to youth be-
ing funneled out of schools and into the criminal jus-
tice system at an alarming rate. Beginning with the ex-
tension of “slavery by another name” via “the New Jim 
Crow” and continuing through the inevitable logic of 
judges literally selling kids to detention camps, we will 
explore connections between education and incarcer-
ation as we address the question, Why prisons? Topics 

will include how mass media narratives naturalize the 
criminalization of black and brown bodies, the logic of 
presumed guilt that often frames how teachers per-
ceive black and brown students, and the raced, classed, 
and gendered construction of dis/ability in school set-
tings. We will also address the discriminatory effects of 
zero tolerance discipline policies and the routine use of 
police forces in everyday school discipline. Recognizing 
that what is socially constructed can be dismantled, 
we will explore movements to (re)position schooling as 
a means to stop the flow of young bodies into various 
sites of incarceration.

CSI-128T-1: Partition of India: Politics, History and Memory

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-105 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: U. Sen
Seats: 13
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Politics, History and Memory: Independence from British rule saw colonial India being partitioned into 
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Hindu-majority India and Muslim-majority Pakistan in 
1947. This ‘event’ was accompanied by riots, genocidal 
ethnic violence and led to the displacement of over 15 
million people. This course is designed as an explora-
tion of the many meanings of this watershed in South 
Asian history. Beginning with the ‘high politics’ of par-
tition, we will move on to exploring common people’s 
experience and memories of partition, ‘from below’. 
Causes of religious hatred, the refugee crisis, memory 

and fiction on partition will be some major themes. The 
continuing relevance of partition in the politics, soci-
ety and culture of South Asia today will be explored 
in detail, using the broadest range of sources (newspa-
pers, films, primary historical sources, creative writing, 
interviews and documentaries). This course will be of 
interest to all students interested in exploring the in-
ter-relationship between conflict, history, gender and 
memory.

CSI-131T-1: Black Protest Traditions in African American Dance: African 
American social and Performance History

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-108 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: A. Jordan
Seats: 13
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media; Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Independent Work; Writing and Research; 

Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

African American social and Performance Histo-
ry: African American dance and music traditions have 
played a critical role in the African-American strug-
gle to sustain its humanity--- to express joy and pain 
corporeally and through a particular relationship to 
rhythm. This class will explore the forms, contents and 
contexts of black traditions that played a crucial role 
in shaping American dance; looking to how expressive 
cultural forms from the African diaspora have been 
transferred from the social space to the concert stage. 
Viewing American cultural history through the lens 
of movement and performance, we will begin with an 
exploration of social dance during slavery and the late 
nineteenth century when vibrant social dances insist-
ed that black bodies, generally relegated to long hours 
of strenuous labor, devote themselves to pleasure as 

well. The bulk of the course will focus on black pro-
test traditions in discerning how the cakewalking of 
Ada Overton and George Walker; proto-feminist sing-
ing of Bessie Smith; stair-tapping dances of Bill Robin-
son, protest and resistive choreographies of Katherine 
Dunham, Pearl Primus, and Urban Bush Women, and 
hip-hop performances of Rennie Harris can be viewed 
as corporeal embodiments of the centuries-long free-
dom struggle-- whether non-violent, confrontational 
or contestational-- and how these modes of perfor-
mance reflect an increasing independent free black 
voice demanding equal inclusion in the body politic. 
This course will provide a strong foundation for stu-
dents who want to pursue Black Studies and will ac-
quaint students with methodologies utilized in perfor-
mance and historical studies.

CSI-132T-1: Freedom Dreams

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: C. Tinson
Seats: 13
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The interdisciplinary study of African descendants 
has transformed United States history, expanding glob-

al history in the process. Sometimes known as Black 
Studies, Africana Studies or African diasporic studies, it 
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has also been influential in shaping the role of African 
Americans in the academy and beyond. How has race, 
gender and sexuality, class, and capitalism impacted 
the evolution of African American Studies? And, what 
does African American Studies tell us about the cur-
rent state of the world? These questions invite engage-
ment with African American philosophies, identities 
and experiences. This course engages these questions 
through the lens of what historian Robin D.G. Kelley 

calls Freedom Dreams. Drawing on the knowledge and 
expertise of scholars from Hampshire’s five schools, 
this course will utilize history, literature, music, visual 
art and other modes in its exploration. This course will 
introduce students interested in the serious pursuit 
of African diasporic studies to some of the important 
and diverse concepts, ideas, struggles and debates that 
comprise African American Studies.

CSI-0133-1: Marx and Radical Philosophy

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: G. Fourlas
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The primary objective of the course is to devel-
op a clear and critical understanding of Karl Marx’s 
thought. We will begin with an overview of those fig-
ures who inspired Marx (e.g. Feuerbach and Hegel), 
thus contextualizing Marx’s writing within the philo-
sophical tradition. We will then work through several 
of Marx’s primary writings. We will spend the remain-

der of the course reading selections from key figures 
in the ‘Marxist’ tradition, as well as figures who were 
inspired by or are responding to Marx/Marxism (e.g. 
Luxemburg, Lukacs, Althusser, Gramsci, Mao, Beauvoir, 
Mariategui, Du Bois, Fanon, Shari’ati, Dussel, Negri, 
etc.).

CSI-138T-1: Race, Culture, and the Ethics of Travel

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: P. Zurn
Seats: 13
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course investigates the ethics of travel 
through theories of difference. Topics may include pil-
grimage, tourism (ecotourism, voluntourism), vacation, 
migration, displacement, exile, walking, etc. Travel is 
perhaps one of the most immediate ways to experience 
difference. While travel has the potential to challenge 
and transform us, some travelers resist that transfor-
mation and continue to perceive the world through 
stereotypes. This is especially true along lines of race 

and culture, but also of gender and ability. It is our 
task in this course to analyze the ways in which alien-
ation, scape-goating, fetishization, consumerism, nor-
malization, racism, and xenophobia affect travel (for 
the traveler and the host) and how these practices can 
be resisted. Ultimately, we aim to develop an ethics of 
travel that enhances rather than inhibits mutual un-
derstanding. This course is part of the Ethics and the 
Common Good Program.

CSI-0143-1: Buddhism & Society in Asia

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
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Faculty: S. Darlington
Seats: 8
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course will examine how the beliefs and prac-
tices of Buddhism adapted to and influenced Asian soci-
eties and their religious cultures. Rather than defining 
Buddhism strictly as a scriptural religious philosophy, 
this course moves beyond canonical boundaries and 
focuses on historical and contemporary practices. We 
will begin with the history of how Buddhism spread 

across Asia and adapted to each new society. Topics of 
examination include, among others, temple economy, 
spirit healing, clerical marriage, role of women, Bud-
dhist ritual, body immolation, nationalism, practical 
morality, and the relationship between monastic com-
munities and laity. There will be required film screen-
ings on several Wednesday evenings, 6-8 p.m.

CSI-0169-1: Constitutionally Queer: Law, Gender and Sexuality

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: F. Risech-Ozeguera
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Law, Gender and Sexuality: This course is an intro-
duction to US constitutional law through an extend-
ed interrogation of the notion of equality. By reading 
historical analyses and court opinions that reflect and 
shape debates about the proper place of the State in 
queer people’s bedrooms and lives, we will gain basic 
familiarity with modes of legal analysis, constitutional 
politics and the law as a historically contingent system 
of power. Until 2003, consensual sex between adult 
same-gender partners was a felony in many states. 
Though bans on same-sex marriage were struck down 
in 2014, the Court was deeply divided on the issue. Full 

legal personhood for the gender-queer and trans re-
mains elusive. We will examine and critique many of 
the legal arguments and political strategies that have 
been deployed to challenge this legal landscape of in-
equality, and question the normative assumptions 
of state regulation of sexuality and gender expres-
sion. The course will include readings of many of the 
key race, gender and sexual civil rights rulings of the 
Supreme Court on what it means to enjoy the “equal 
protection of the law” promised to “all persons” by the 
Fourteenth Amendment.

CSI-0171-1: Transformative Voices: An Introduction to Public Speaking

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: L. Greenfield
Seats: 5
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

An Introduction to Public Speaking: Do you want 
to use your voice to change the world? In this intro-
ductory public speaking course, students will learn to 
analyze public speech and to cultivate their own cou-

rageous voices. The course will pay particular atten-
tion to the ways in which speakers use their voices in 
protest against contemporary injustices-testifying, 
bearing witness, disrupting, and mobilizing for action. 
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Critically examining dominant discourse conventions 
or “the rules” (e.g. standardized English, politeness, etc.) 
through a sociopolitical lens, students will be support-
ed in purposefully navigating or rejecting speaking 
conventions that reinforce the systems they seek to 
transform. In other words, each speaker will craft their 
own voice in order to honor who they are and achieve 
their unique aims. Necessarily, the course will also 

examine the critical role of radical listening in public 
spaces. Activities in this discussion-intensive course in-
clude reading essays, viewing a wide range of speeches 
(videos and live), delivering a series of in-class student 
speeches, writing analytical essays, and meeting for in-
dividual sessions with a Transformative Speaking Pro-
gram peer mentor, among others.

CSI-0172-1: Trajectories of Race in Latin America 

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: R. Cardenas
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

What does the term “race” mean? Is it an appropri-
ate and/or legitimate way to talk about human diversi-
ty? What does it mean in different places? Rather than 
exploring these questions in the abstract, in this course 
we will look at a grounded history of this concept. That 
“place” is Latin America and the Caribbean and the 
historical periods we will explore include the colonial 
encounter, post-independence nation building, and the 

contemporary moment. The course is designed to first 
introduce students to broadly global understandings 
of racial ideology. It then tracks the manifestation of 
such ideas through a history of Latin American racial 
formations. We will pay particular attention to how 
racial ideas relate to space, class, and national identity 
throughout the region.

CSI-0178-1: Freud, In Reverse

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-101 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: A. Rogers
Seats: 6
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The course will read Freud in reverse, underscor-
ing his most radical and developed ideas late in his life. 
Freud explored trauma in new forms in his late work 
on the repetition-compulsion and the death drive, the 
theory of the uncanny, and his dream analysis revision. 
We will examine his late work on constructions in anal-
ysis and move back in time to his writing about screen 
memories and repeating as a form of memory, as well 

as his earlier work on dreams, resistance, sexuality and 
the Oedipus complex. We will read the literature that 
stages Freud’s concerns and questions: Sophocles’ Oe-
dipus the King, and a novella by Hoffmann, The Sand-
man. Students are expected to write three essays for 
this class, and to consult on their final papers. No prior 
experience reading psychoanalysis is required.

CSI-0180-1: Introduction to Cultural Anthropology

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-105 CRS Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Hamilton
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Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course introduces students to the discipline 
of anthropology, the study of human cultures and so-
cieties. In particular, students will explore cultural an-
thropology’s themes, concepts, and methodologies, be-
ginning with the discipline’s emergence in the United 
States in the early 20th century and moving into 21st 
century anthropological inquiries. The course will be 
organized around a series of basic questions: How do 
anthropologists ask questions? How do they conduct 
research? How do they make sense of the world around 

them? What does anthropology have to offer a world 
with often vexing social and political problems? What 
are anthropology’s limitations and constraints? What 
might a publicly engaged anthropology look like, es-
pecially in an era of globalization? We will investigate 
these questions by exploring anthropological work in 
specific areas including new media; food and culture; 
the cultures of science and biomedicine; and, anthro-
pology beyond the human.

CSI-183T-1: A Complex Relationship: The History of the American 
Relationship with the Middle East

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: A. Berman
Seats: 13
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The History of the American Relationship with 
the Middle East: In this course, students will explore 
the complex and little understood history of the rela-
tionship between the Arab Middle East and the United 
States. We will look at the role missionaries, oil engi-
neers, scholars and diplomats played in forging the re-
lationship. We will pay particular attention to how the 

Arab-American community has attempted to influence 
perceptions of the Middle East and government policy. 
Students will be active learners in this course. We will 
be reading early twentieth century primary sources as 
well as scholarly and popular texts. Students will de-
fine and explore areas of particular interest and share 
them with the class.

CSI-0187-1: China Rising: Reorienting the 21st Century

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: K. Johnson
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Reorienting the 21st Century: China Rising: Reori-
enting the 21st Century: After a brief overview of the 
Maoist era, this course will examine the rapid econom-
ic, political, and social changes that have swept China 

in the last three decades. We will examine major issues 
in China’s astonishingly rapid transformation from an 
agrarian to an industrial society, including the emer-
gence of a large migrant class, the consequences of 
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harsh population control policies such as increasingly 
skewed sex ratios and “hidden children,” alongside a 
sharp reduction of poverty, increasing freedoms, the 
rise of a large middle class, and the emergence of con-
sumerism as a cultural ideology. The environmental 
consequences of these rapid changes will be consid-
ered alongside the treatment of ethnic minorities and 

the possibilities for citizen activism will be considered 
and debated. At the end of the course we will consider 
the impact of China’s international rise as an economic 
power and energy consumer on US-China relations as 
China challenges US global dominance and becomes a 
major global actor.

CSI-0204-1: Ways of Knowing in CSI: Interpretive Approaches to Social 
Research

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 CRS Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: K. Chang
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Interpretive Approaches to Social Research: This 
course is designed for students transitioning into Di-
vision II to introduce them to faculty in the School of 
Critical Social Inquiry: the kinds of questions we ask, 
research methodologies we use, and writing we pro-
duce. Each week, a faculty guest speaker will share a 
recent research project, focusing on the “behind the 
scenes” stories of the intentions, dilemmas, and choices 
that informed their research. Together we will read and 

think critically about the epistemological assumptions 
behind methodology, the power of method to enable or 
limit particular kinds of knowledge, and the ethics of 
socially engaged scholarship. Each student will devel-
op a viable research proposal on a subject of their own 
choosing, while learning how to be more intentional, 
creative, and ethical in their own research and writing 
choices.

CSI-0206-1: Animals and the Law

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 SEM Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: J. Hamilton
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

How and under what circumstances are non-hu-
man animals considered persons before the law? Using 
perspectives from anthropology, science studies, and 
legal studies, this course explores the shifting status of 
non-human animals in Anglo-American legal tradition. 
While our main focus will be the understanding and 
treatment of non-human animals in the contemporary 
United States, we will also examine these issues from 

historical and cross-cultural perspectives. Of particu-
lar interest is how scientific knowledge comes to bear 
on these kinds of legal questions. This course has no 
prerequisites, but students should expect a heavy read-
ing load and weekly written assignments. All students 
interested in the moral, political and legal status of an-
imals are welcome.

CSI-0210-1: Introduction to Economics

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
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Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: H. Scharber
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course will provide an introduction to eco-
nomics from a political economy perspective. Most of 
the class will be devoted to examining economic theo-
ries that have been developed to explain and support 
the operation of the market-based, capitalist system. 
In particular, we will study how different theories at-

tempt to explain the determination of prices, output, 
profits, wages and employment. The relationships be-
tween economy, polity and society will all be discussed 
and explored. This course functions as an introduction 
to both micro- and macroeconomics and will prepare 
the student for intermediate-level work in both fields.

CSI-0218-1: Housing: The Geography and Politics of Shelter

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 CRS Monday, Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: M. Gonzales
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The Geography and Politics of Shelter: How do we 
dwell in our cities? Through what economic, political, 
and social processes are our living environments con-
stituted? What does it mean to be shelterless and home-
less in our propertied world? This course will look at 
housing processes and housing policies in and across a 
range of global contexts. It will explicitly adopt a com-

parative and transnational approach to the geography 
of housing, showing how a globalized perspective pro-
vides important insights into local shelter struggles 
and housing policy debates. In the broadest sense, the 
course will use housing as a lens to study space and so-
ciety, state and market, the public and private sectors, 
power and change.

CSI-0219-1: Beyond the population bomb: Rethinking population and the 
environment in an era of climate change

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 CRS Monday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: A. Hendrixson
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Rethinking population and the environment in an 
era of climate change: Population, or “overpopulation,” 
has long been blamed as a primary reason for envi-
ronmental problems, including climate change. In this 
class, we will critically examine the gendered and ra-
cialized ways that environmental thinkers have framed 

population in relation to resource scarcity, food insecu-
rity, conflict and violence, environmental degradation 
and climate change. Starting from the 1948 bestsellers 
Our Plundered Planet and Road to Survival to the 2014 
coffee table book, Overdevelopment, Overpopulation, 
Overshoot, we will analyze environmental discourses 
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that call for population reduction to address environ-
mental issues. We will explore how these discourses 
influence environmental activism, impact sexual and 
reproductive health policy, and fuel anti-immigrant 
rhetoric, while obscuring the complex contributors to 

environmental problems. In the class, we will look to 
reproductive, environmental and climate justice move-
ments to find frameworks that take action on environ-
mental issues while fighting for social justice.

CSI-0225-1: The Battle Between Science and Religion in Sexual and 
Reproductive Health Policy

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Fried
Seats: 19
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course explores past and current debates over 
the role of religion and science in public policy, specif-
ically in the areas reproductive rights, health and jus-
tice. We look both at claims that science and religion 
are inevitably in conflict, as well as arguments for 
their compatibility. Topics may include: claims that 
abortion is linked to breast cancer and causes a form 
of post-traumatic stress disorder; the refusal of some 
public officials to issue marriage licenses to people who 
identify as LBGTQ; the debates over public funding for 

abstinence-only sexuality education, and coverage of 
abortion and contraception in the Affordable Care Act. 
We will look at these issues in the context of broader 
societal debates over the teaching of creationism and 
intelligent design in public schools and challenges to 
claims about the objectivity of science. Students are 
required to participate in class discussions, give an oral 
presentation, write short essays based on the readings 
and complete a final research paper or project.

CSI-0228-1: Organizing in the Whirlwind: African American Social 
Movements in the Twentieth Century

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 CRS Monday, Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: A. Jordan
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

African American Social Movements in the Twen-
tieth Century: This course will explore the organizing 
efforts of African-Americans during the twentieth cen-
tury. We will examine activism in both rural and urban 
sites and in cross-class, middle-class and working-class 
organizations. The readings will provide critical per-
spectives on how class, educational status, and gender 
shape the formation, goals, leadership styles and strat-
egies of various movements. Some of the movements 
include the lobbying and writing of Ida B. Wells, the 
cross-regional efforts of the Brotherhood of Sleeping 
Car Porters, and the post-WWII radical union move-
ment in Detroit and the local 1199 hospital workers 

union movement in New York. By extending our explo-
ration over the course of the twentieth century, we will 
trace the development of various organizing traditions 
and consider their long-term impact on African-Amer-
ican political activism and community life. A perspec-
tive that consistently engages the ways in which Afri-
can Americans respond and locate themselves within 
larger global transformations will provide an import-
ant frame for our discussions.
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CSI-0230-1: U.S. Imperialism and Hawai’i

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-108 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: L. Kim
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Even though Hawai’i is often referred to as the 
“Paradise on Earth,” the history of Hawai’i is rife with 
controversial U.S. imperialism and its legacies. This 
course examines the history of U.S. annexation of 
Hawai’i as a case study of U.S. imperial ambitions. We 
will examine the history of the rise and fall of the Ha-
waiian Kingdom, the illegal overthrow of the Hawai-
ian monarchy, the establishment of Hawaii as a U.S. 
territory, and finally the current status of Hawai’i as 
the 50th state of the United States. Topics include the 
role of missionaries in introducing capitalist economy 
in Hawai’i, Native Hawaiian resistance to American 
annexation, indigenous land struggles as a result of 

urbanization and U.S. military expansion after annex-
ation, new colonialism of Asian settlers in Hawai’i, re-
vitalization of Hawaiian culture, and contemporary 
Hawaiian sovereignty movements. Through a variety 
of primary sources (court cases, diaries, memoirs, let-
ters) and secondary sources (scholarly books, articles, 
documentaries, films) students will critically examine 
how U.S. imperialism manifested itself in Hawai’i and 
imposed American geopolitical and economic interests 
on the sovereign people of Hawai’i in which we will en-
gage with various local activists, scholars, and artists 
to further understand and experience the history and 
culture of Hawai’i.

CSI-0232-1: Rivers of Life and Death

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 SEM Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: S. Darlington
Seats: 25
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Rivers have become sites of contention surround-
ing how they can best serve the people living along 
them and the nations through which they flow. For 
some, they provide cultural meanings and livelihoods; 
for others, they represent progress in the ways they 
can be developed and used. We will critically examine 
several case studies of rivers to unpack the cultural, 
environmental, economic, and identity conflicts that 
arise worldwide as people’s concepts of rivers collide. 
Issues explored will include colonization and trade, in-
digenous histories and rights, economic development 

and dams, water rights, environmental debates, and 
transnationalism. The rivers we will look at will likely 
include the Connecticut, the Mekong (Southeast Asia), 
the Ganges (India), the Yangtze (China), and the Ama-
zon (South America), each bringing different stories 
of meaning, conflict, development, and environmen-
talism. Students will research a river of their choice 
throughout the semester. Theories from anthropology, 
history, human rights and agrarian studies will inform 
our explorations of these rivers and their controver-
sies.

CSI-0233-1: Introduction to History

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-105 CRS Monday, Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: U. Sen
Seats: 22
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Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course is of interest to all Div II students who 
seek to incorporate a historical perspective to their 
work. It will cover a wide range of topics and recent 
methodologies such as transnational identities, immi-
gration/migration, race and ethnicity, women’s history, 
early modern science, visual culture, sex and the body, 
gender and the law. Students will have the opportuni-
ty to engage directly with archival material and criti-
cally analyze oral history methods. The readings will 
be located in Renaissance Europe, the early modern 
Mediterranean, the Black Atlantic, and Contemporary 

America/Transnational Sites. In addition, we’ll invite 
other Hampshire historians to speak about their own 
work in Afro-American, South Asian, Middle-Eastern, 
and nineteenth- and twentieth-century U.S. history. 
The first section is devoted to reading the historical 
literature; the second section is a seminar devoted to 
an in-depth study of your own work. The aim of this 
course is to provide you with a foundation in historical 
methods, and to produce a substantial research paper 
for your Div. II portfolio.

CSI-0235-1: Economic Development

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-ELH SEM Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 

p.m.
Faculty: O. Dahi
Seats: 25
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

: As recently as 250 years ago the world had a 
roughly equal level of development. Today, the rich-
est country in the world has an average income level 
around 400 times that of the poorest. What are the 
reasons behind this divergence? How have the ‘poor’ 
countries attempted to reverse the gap and how have 
these attempts transformed societies within those 
countries? The course examines these general themes 
and consists of two components: First, we will survey 
contemporary debates in development economics, in-
cluding such topics as development ethics (e.g. what is 

development? development by whom and for what? ), 
development theory and models (e.g. import substitu-
tion, micro enterprises, export orientation), and devel-
opment critiques. Second, student research teams will 
choose a developing country at the beginning of the 
course to study in depth, applying the ideas discussed 
in class. The groups will periodically present their re-
search to the class to help us achieve a larger sense of 
the challenges faced in seeking effective, equitable de-
velopment.

CSI-0238-1: People Out of Place: Bodies, Borders, Documents

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: F. Risech-Ozeguera; M. Cerullo
Seats: 40
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Bodies, Borders, Documents: Millions of people are 
living outside the borders of their home countries as 
expatriates, migrant workers or transnational manag-
ers of the global economic order, as refugees, displaced 
persons fleeing violence and persecution, and as peo-
ple without papers. Bodies are thus a key part of the 

package of the multiple transborder flows of globaliza-
tion, and they are produced, differentiated and under-
stood through discourses of citizenship, national se-
curity, and universal human rights that are frequently 
at odds. The course will investigate critical questions 
about the relations of power at issue in technologies 
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of citizenship, surveillance, exclusion and resistance in 
an effort to understand the condition of being out of 

place in a globalized yet still strongly territorial world 
of nation-states.

CSI-0239-1: Coffeehouses, Catastrophe, and Culture: East Central Europe 
from 

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: J. Wald
Seats: 22
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

East Central Europe from : In the past century, Bo-
hemia, Hungary, and Poland have been transformed 
from provinces of a multiethnic empire into a series 
of small successor states whose experience went from 
independence to Nazi occupation and communist dic-
tatorship and back again. Today, they are members of 
NATO and the European Union. These three regions, 
with their dynamic and at times unstable population 
mixture of Germans, Slavs, Magyars, and Jews, em-
bodied the tension between nationalism and cosmo-

politanism, tolerance and intolerance, the persistence 
of tradition and the exuberance of modernity. Our 
course will treat the histories of the countries and 
cultures?the people who lived those histories and the 
literature, music, and art that gave voice to those ten-
sions. In addition, we will consider the appropriation 
and transformation of history through memory and 
memorialization in the present. The course is strongly 
recommended for participants in a summer 2017 pro-
gram in Prague and Krakow, but is open to all students.

CSI-0243-1: Global Justice: Rights, Reparations, and Peace

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-101 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: G. Fourlas
Seats: 25
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Rights, Reparations, and Peace: In this course we 
will focus on advanced topics in the global justice de-
bate: war, human rights, and the demands of peace. We 
will begin with a survey of mainstream approaches to 
global justice, ranging from Kant’s “Perpetual Peace,” to 
Rawls’s Law of Peoples, and various cosmopolitan ap-
proaches. We will then move to a discussion of the re-
alities of war, colonialism, and human rights. Here, we 

will engage the geneva conventions and its additional 
protocols in relation to contemporary case studies and 
non-ideal philosophical approaches to issues of justice 
and war. The second half of the class will focus on con-
temporary issues in transitional justice, emphasizing 
the goals and practices of reconciliation, and clarifying 
what these activities imply for mainstream approach-
es to global politics.

CSI-0248-1: The Fire Right Now: (sub)Urban Youth and the Next Revolution

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: C. McLoyd
Seats: 25
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
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Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 
of preparation and work outside of class time.

(sub)Urban Youth and the Next Revolution: Recent, 
well-publicized failures of American criminal justice 
systems reveal, yet again, the State’s general disinter-
est in protecting Black and Brown life, especially when 
one takes into account intersecting factors such as age, 
class, and gender identity. These same failures have also 
awakened and reaffirmed a revolutionary conscious-
ness in young people across the globe. What “ways of 
knowing” inform demands for structural change? How 
are student activists forcing institutions of higher ed-
ucation to reexamine symbolic and physical violence? 
How is our moment of heightened consciousness 
working to build more conscionable futures? Draw-

ing insight from critical youth studies, critical urban 
studies, and various theories of resistance and change, 
this course will center theories of and about youth in 
hopes of moving us toward a better understanding of 
the present and futures young people are actively cre-
ating. Through exploring and challenging the physical 
and discursive boundaries between urban and subur-
ban spaces; campuses and communities; and “youth” 
and “adults”, this course will encourage participants to 
see themselves as active participants in maintaining, 
challenging, and ultimately transforming oppressive 
status quos.

CSI-0251-1: Berlin, Berlin! History, Art, and Culture

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-105 CRS Monday, Wednesday 4 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Sperling
Seats: 25
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Berlin has been at the center of German politics 
and culture all throughout the twentieth and twen-
ty-first century. Through a series of case studies and a 
focus on select political events, we will discuss major 
changes in German culture and society since the end 
of WW I. Topics might inlcude: the revolution of 1918 
and the assassination of Rosa Luxemburg; gay culture 
in the 1920’s; the rise ofNazism and the burning of the 
Reichstag; Jews during WW II; Russians in Berlin; the 
building of the wall in 1961; Rudi Dutschke and the 

student rebellion of 1968; GDR dissidents; the Turkish 
community; the squatter movement; reunification and 
gentrification; club-culture; African (and Syrian) mi-
grants and refugees. We will read fiction and creative 
non fiction as well as scholarly literature. A film series 
will accompany the course with a German discussion 
session. Assignments are flexible and can incorporate 
artistic productions. This course might be of particular 
interest to students who will participate in the Berlin 
program in the spring of 2017.

CSI-0254-1: Election Stories - Past and Present

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: A. Berman; W. Ryan
Seats: 27
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course will focus on American presidential 
elections and try to understand not only their impact 
on people living at the time, but how our understand-
ing of them continues to shape our present politics. 
We will look at contemporary and historical interpre-
tations of elections in scholarship, journalism, film, fic-

tion, and other media. We will pay special attention to 
the treatment of historically significant elections and 
to coverage of the 2016 elections. Students will be ex-
pected to produce a substantial portfolio of essays and 
journalism. This course can be used to satisfy Division 
I distribution requirements.
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CSI-0255-1: Antisemitism

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 CRS Monday, Wednesday 4 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Wald
Seats: 25
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

According to a famous and revealing anecdote, 
antisemitism means hating the Jews more than nec-
essary. Among the most perplexing things about an-
tisemitism is its persistence. It has flourished for over 
two millennia in a wide variety of settings, and, despite 
the rise of modern multiculturalism, seems to be on 
the rise again. It is no wonder that it has been called 
the longest hatred. Among the questions we will ask: 
How does it relate to other forms of prejudice? What 

are its origins? What forms does it take, and how do 
they change over time? What are its religious, psycho-
logical, or social roots? What were its effects? How did 
the Jews respond? The course moves from the cultural 
prejudices of the Classical world, through the anti-Ju-
daic teachings of the Christian churches, to the rise of 
modern social, political, and racial antisemitism and 
their new contemporary manifestations, including the 
Middle East conflict.

CSI-0264-1: Black (im)Possibilities: Reimagining Struggle

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 SEM Wednesday 4 p.m. 6:50 p.m.
Faculty: C. Tinson
Seats: 25
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Reimagining Struggle: Singers, savants, and sooth-
sayers meet muralists, musicians, and miracle workers 
at the Amen Corner exchanging blueprints for an un-
certain future. This course historicizes U.S.-based and 
Afro-diasporic Black imaginaries for social change in 
the 20th century. From the radical journalism against 
lynching waged by Ida B. Wells, to the “We Charge 
Genocide” petition to the United Nations, and down to 
contemporary struggles against police brutality, gen-
dered violence, and anti-Black carceral politics, people 

of African descent have long waged above- and under-
ground struggles for political visibility, economic jus-
tice, and spatial democracy. This course, designed for 
students at the Division II stage, will pay close atten-
tion to Black peoples’ visions for justice across a range 
of sociopolitical and cultural registers. Far from resign-
ing to state violence, this course will explore definitions 
and strategies of possibility through the multifaceted 
social re-imaginings cast by African descendants.

CSI-0266-1: Anthropology of Reproduction

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 SEM Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: P. Stone
Seats: 25
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Quantitative 

Skills; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.
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This course focuses on the biological and cultur-
al components of reproduction from an evolutionary 
and cross-cultural perspective. Beginning with the 
evolution of the pelvis, this course examines the nutri-
tional problems, growth and developmental problems, 
health problems, and the trauma that can affect suc-
cessful childbirth. The birth process will be studied for 
women in the ancient world and we will examine his-
torical trends in obstetrics, as well. Birthing customs 
and beliefs will be examined for indigenous women in 
a number of different cultures. Worldwide rates of ma-

ternal mortality will be used to reveal the larger con-
stellation of risks for morbidity and mortality for bio-
logically female bodies. In addition we will examine the 
recent dialogues surrounding the technocratic model 
of birth to understand the changing focus of birth as 
women centered to a medical condition, which needs 
to be controlled. Students will be required to present 
and discuss material and to work on a single large re-
search project throughout the semester that relates to 
the course topic.

CSI-0268-1: Bioethics: Life, Death, and Vulnerability 

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: P. Zurn
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Life, Death, and Vulnerability : This course is an in-
troduction to bioethics. It will tackle topics like repro-
duction, end of life care, eugenics, atypical sex anatomy, 
gender transition, genetic engineering, disability, and 
disease surveillance. The course begins with theories 
of life and death, focusing specifically on the unstable 
boundary between them. It then turns to track the 
medical administration of life. This includes the his-
tory of human experimentation, especially on margin-

alized people: e.g. communities of color, poor commu-
nities, children, prisoners, the queer and the disabled. 
Moving, then, to the medical administration of social 
life and social death, the course will close with a med-
itation on the production of precarious or vulnerable 
lives. Students will come away from the course being 
unable to ask the question of life without also asking 
whose life? This course is part of the Ethics and the 
Common Good Program.

CSI-0272-1: Critical Psychology

Note(s): Prerequisites Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 CRS Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: P. Gilford
Seats: 17
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice; Culture, Humanities, and 

Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time. Prerequisite: A 
prior college-level course in psychology.

Students often approach the field of psychology 
with a desire to both understand themselves and to 
help alleviate the suffering of others. Many are also 
motivated by a desire to work towards social justice. 
Yet psychology and the mental health disciplines, along 
with their myriad forms of inquiry and intervention, 
are inextricably entangled with current social and po-
litical arrangements. This course will survey the vast 
field of psychology from a critical perspective, prob-

lematizing and inquiring about psychological meth-
ods, practices, and philosophical assumptions with 
the intent of coming to understand how psychology 
has come to be such a potent and undetectable socio-
political force. By inquiring about how psychological 
knowledge shapes and defines how we come to self-un-
derstanding and what we believe it means to be prop-
erly human, we will explore how these understandings 
support or challenge existing arrangements of power 
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and privilege. A prior college-level course in psychol-
ogy is a prerequisite for enrollment. Students should 
be committed to submitting twice-weekly commentary 

on assigned readings, reaction papers, a mid-term pa-
per, and to initiate and complete a final paper project of 
their own design by the end of the course.

CSI-0273-1: Making Space: The Role of the Built Environment in Social 
Transformation

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 [Classroom TBA] CRS Tuesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Breitbart
Seats: 18
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

The Role of the Built Environment in Social Trans-
formation: Built environments reflect prevailing social 
priorities. At times, they are also useful in challeng-
ing those priorities and demonstrating the possibility 
of new and more equitable social and economic rela-
tionships. This course examines historical and con-
temporary examples of urban planning and creative 
place-making that intentionally employ the built en-
vironment to help address social issues, educate, sup-
port new social relationships, or actively foster social 
imaginaries through experimentation with alternative 
ways of living and working. Through case studies, we 

explore historical efforts to address what were pre-
sumed to be “urban” problems as well contemporary 
critical spatial practices that attempt to address such 
issues as the privatization of public space or gentrifi-
cation through geographies of resistance that include 
temporary occupations and transformations of public 
space, participatory design, and other creative forms of 
urban spatial intervention. We also consider the impor-
tance of, and range of perspectives on, a sense of place 
as experienced by diverse urban residents. Opportuni-
ties are provided for individual and/or collaborative re-
search, class facilitation and presentations.

CSI-0274-1: Cuba: Revolution and Its Discontents

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-101 SEM Wednesday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: M. Cerullo; R. Cardenas
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Revolution and Its Discontents: This course will 
take an interdisciplinary approach (historical, cultur-
al and geopolitical) to study the complex and contest-
ed reality of Cuba. Why does this small island nation 
fascinate, annoy, inspire and disturb so much of the 
rest of the world? Displacing images of Cuba circulat-
ing in US popular and official culture, we examine the 
constructions of race, gender, and sexuality that have 
uniquely defined the Cuban nation. We propose to lo-
cate Cuba as part of the Caribbean (with its history of 
settler colonialism, old plantation economies and new 
tourist economies), as part of Latin America (linked 
by a shared history of Spanish conquest, problematic 
republicanism and revolutionary movements), and as 
part of the African diaspora (with its long history of 

slavery, liberatory struggles and new articulations of 
Black identities). Finally, we will interrogate how Cuba 
should be understood in relation to the U.S., and to its 
own transnational diasporas in Miami and elsewhere. 
The course will engage with primary texts, historiogra-
phy, literature, film, and music to examine Cuba within 
these multiple frameworks. Students will complete fre-
quent short response essays and a substantial research 
paper. This course is required for students wishing to 
study in the Hampshire in Havana semester program 
(open to all Five College students). The course will pro-
vide support for framing independent projects and ap-
plications for the Cuba Semester. Though conducted in 
English, some readings will be available in Spanish and 
English. Concurrent enrollment in a Spanish language 
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class is recommended. .

CSI-0275-1: Psychosis, Art, Poetry: A Poetics of the Human

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-101 CRS Monday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: A. Rogers
Seats: 25
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

A Poetics of the Human: In this course we will ex-
plore psychosis as a structure of human experience 
that gives voice to the inaudible and vision to the im-
perceptible. We will study psychosis and its insights 
into the human through the artistic work of those who 
have left a trace of their experience in visual works 
and writing. We will consider historic art by psychot-
ic patients, and also look at “outsider artists” in mod-
ern and contemporary time. We will be guided into the 

experience of psychosis through published writings 
by psychotic subjects; our theory of that experience 
will rely on a Lacanian, structural framing of psycho-
sis. Each student will write a long essay on psychosis 
in response to the images and writings of the course, 
and will be responsible for three revisions of this essay 
during the semester. This course is intended for divi-
sion II students who are interested in psychoanalysis, 
clinical psychology, the visual arts or creative writing.

CSI-0285-1: Narratives of (Im)migration

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-101 CRS Tuesday 12:30 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: L. Kim
Seats: 25
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This history and writing seminar will explore dif-
ferent forms of personal narratives - historical mem-
oirs, fiction, flims, and oral histories - interpreting 
American immigrant and migrant lives to examine 
critical historiographical issues in U.S. immigration 
history. Through reading seminal historical narratives 
along with award-winning novels and memoirs, we 
will investigate on-going construction of major issues 
in U.S. immigration history such as imperialism, accul-
turation, language, citizenship, biculturalism, displace-

ment, belonging, family, cultural inheritance, commu-
nity and empowerment, agency and resistance, as well 
as memory and identity formation. We will pay close 
attention to gender, race, class, nation, and sexuality 
as categories of analysis and lenses through which we 
examine the history and narrative of U.S. immigration. 
The second half of the semester will be devoted to stu-
dents producing their own creative non-fictional work 
(memoirs, films, oral histories) of immigrant/migrant 
narratives.

CSI-0289-1: Childhood and American Poetry

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-108 SEM Thursday 12:30 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: R. Conrad
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

In this advanced seminar we will use poetry as a site of thinking about children and childhood. We will 
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consider questions of power, perspective, and experi-
ence regarding children and adults, examine works pri-
marily in 20th century American poetry, and explore 
poetry-writing in relation to thinking about children 
and childhood. Our goal will be to balance attention to 
questions about ideas with questions about creative 
form. Readings will include poetry written by adults 
for adult audiences, poetry written by adults for young 

audiences, and poetry written by young people, supple-
mented by readings in childhood studies and literary 
criticism. Assignments will encompass poetry writing 
and analytic writing, and one project that requires 
scheduling outside of class time. Previous coursework 
in childhood studies and creative writing is recom-
mended.

CSI-0356-1: Division III Seminar in Childhood, Youth, and Learning 

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-108 CRS Tuesday 12:30 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: R. Conrad
Seats: 15
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

This seminar is designed for students pursuing 
a Division III project related to childhood, youth, or 
learning, and is appropriate for students whose prima-
ry work is in any of the five schools. We will begin the 
semester by considering assumptions, perspectives, 
and methodologies involved in different disciplinary 

approaches to work related to childhood, young peo-
ple, and/or education. The remainder of the course will 
involve students’ presentations of works in progress, 
peer editing and feedback, and sharing strategies for 
completing large independent projects. This course is 
limited to Division III students.

School of Humanities, Arts and 
Cultural Studies

HACU-0101-1: Chorus

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL SEM Monday, 

Wednesday 4 p.m. 6 p.m.
Faculty: E. Ginsberg
Seats: 18
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives

The Chorus is a performing ensemble in which stu-
dents will learn skills of choral singing and sight-sing-
ing. They will be exposed to a wide variety of choral lit-
erature through rehearsal and performance, including 
a cappella and accompanied music, medieval through 

20th century, ethnic, world music and folk. Several per-
formances are given throughout the year. While this 
course is open to all and the ability to read music is not 
required, students are expected to have reasonable pro-
ficiency in aural learning (e.g. ability to sing on pitch).

HACU-0106-1: Introduction to Painting on Paper, Board, Canvas, and Wall

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Arts Barn STUDIO 1 SEM Friday 1 p.m. 5 p.m.
Faculty: A. Dezso
Seats: 5
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Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Lab Fee: $100 Every student will be expected to keep a sketchbook 

and to work 6-8 hours per week on work and preparation outside 
of class time.

Students will gain experience in the fundamentals 
of painting, including color, composition, materials 
and technical considerations. We will explore a range 
of painting surfaces, sizes, materials and artistic ap-
proaches. Assignments will include color mixing, land-

scape, self-portrait, figure painting, conceptual paint-
ing, narrative painting, and work inspired by street art 
and graffiti. Assigned readings, artist research, individ-
ual critique, group discussions, slide presentations and 
film screenings will round out the experience.

HACU-0117-1: Modernity and the Avant-Gardes

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-ELH SEM Monday, Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 

p.m.
Faculty: K. Koehler
Seats: 12
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend 6-10 hours per week on work and 

preparation outside of class time.

This course is an examination of the emergence, 
development, and dissolution of European modernist 
art, architecture and design. The course begins with 
the innovations and collisions of early twentieth cen-
tury art, created in consort with the growth of modern 
urbanism, industrial production, colonialist politics, 
and psychological experimentation. We end with the 
cooptation of modernist radicalism in the wake of 
World War II. Distinctions between the terms modern-
ist, modernity, modernism and the avant-garde will be 

explored as we unpack the complex equations between 
art, politics, and social change in the first half of the 
twentieth century. Covering selected movements and 
groups (such as Expressionism, Cubism, Dadaism, Sur-
realism, l’Esprit Nouveau, Bauhaus, De Stijl, Construc-
tivism and New Objectivity) this course will consider 
themes such as mechanical reproduction, nihilism, na-
tionalism, consumerism, utopianism, and questions of 
primitivism and difference as they are disclosed in the 
making and reception of modern art and architecture.

HACU-0119-1: Musical Beginnings

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL SEM Tuesday, 

Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: R. Miller
Seats: 10
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 5 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

This course focuses on the broad fundamentals of 
western music and music theory, including music liter-
acy (how to read western music notation). We will look 
at theoretical concepts (pitch, rhythm, timbral nuanc-
es, texture, intervals, chords, harmony, etc.) and develop 
our sense of music cognition through ear training and 
solfege singing. This course will connect music to theo-
ry by teaching students how to compose music. We will 
also apply the theory we learn to the instruments we 

play (or to Orff xylophones for those who do not play 
an instrument). Students are required to attend one ear 
training class every week, either Monday or Thursday 
evening from 7:00 - 8:30 pm. No prior music training 
or literacy is required. Students who wish to skip this 
course and go directly into Tonal Theory I should con-
tact Becky Miller to take a placement test before the 
start of fall classes.
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HACU-0122-1: Dancing Modern I: An Introduction to Moving and Making in 
Context

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building MAIN CRS Monday, 

Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: D. Goffe
Seats: 7
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Concert Tickets: $30-50. In this course, students are expected to 

spend 6-8 hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class 
time.

An Introduction to Moving and Making in Context: 
Dancing Modern 1 is a beginning level modern dance 
course, which will introduce students to “modern” and 
“contemporary” dance practices. Establishing the stu-
dio as a laboratory, students will be invited to embody a 
wide variety of movement sequences designed to bring 
attention to the body’s capacity for articulation, spatial 
awareness, musicality, interpretation and personal ex-
pression. This exploration of dance technique will be 
bolstered by experiments with improvisational and 
dance-making processes, alongside the research of his-

torical and social contexts relevant to the development 
of the art form. Students will learn to read, discuss and 
write about the live and recorded choreographic works 
we will view over the course of the semester. Ultimate-
ly, we will direct our collective openness and com-
mitment to growing acquainted with our expressive 
bodies in motion, physical and intellectual rigor, the 
development of dance literacy, and use of the written 
word as a way to record and process various aspects of 
embodied experience. No previous dance experience is 
necessary.

HACU-131T-1: Yoga: Philosophy and Practice

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building SMALL CRS Tuesday, 

Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: C. Hill
Seats: 13
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media; Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Students must bring yoga mat, pillow/blanket.

Philosophy and Practice: Yoga, from the Sanskrit 
root “yuj,” meaning “to join,” is the union or reintegra-
tion of the individual self (Atman) with the higher self 
(Brahman); it is a Hindu spiritual and ascetic discipline 
that involves breath control, meditation, and the adop-
tion of specific bodily postures that teach a person to 
experience inner peace by controlling body and mind. 
What better way to enter Hampshire College than 

to engage with the philosophy and practice of yoga, 
which will deepen concentration and cultivate mind-
fulness. This class takes place in the auspicious space 
of the traditional Raja Hatha yoga class that begins 
with chanting pranayam (breathing techniques), and a 
Dharma talk (touching on the philosophical aspects of 
yoga), and continues with asana and mediation practic-
es. No prior experience necessary.

HACU-132T-1: Hampshire Media Arts: Feminists Behind the Camera

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-120 CRS Wednesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.; JLC-120 

LAB Friday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: H. Tucker
Seats: 13
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Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Lab fee: $65, Field trips: $20. In this course, students are expected 

to spend approximately 6 hours weekly on work and preparation 
outside of class time.

Feminists Behind the Camera: Hampshire Media 
Arts introduces students to the analysis and produc-
tion of Film, Video, Photography, Performance and In-
stallation. Students learn to read visual images by fo-
cusing on the development of the media arts and their 
relationship to their historical and cultural context 
(economic, historical, political, intellectual and artistic) 
from which they came. We will explore the potential of 
image making devices from the camera obscura to the 
cell phone, and the work of artists including Chantal 

Akerman, Anna Atkins, Jane Campion, Vera Chytilo-
va, Julie Dash, Maya Deren, Valie Export, Andrea Fra-
ser, Sara Gomez, Zora Neal Hurston, Trinh T. Minh-Ha, 
Barbara Loden, Sarah Maldoror, Ulrike Ottinger, Adri-
an Piper, Yvonne Rainer, Joan Rivers, Martha Rosler, 
Lorna Simpson, Chick Strand, So Yong Kim, Carrie Mae 
Weems, Eudora Welty, and others. Faculty members in 
the media arts will present their own work as produc-
ers/artists/critics and thinkers. Students will screen 
and read a variety of essential texts.

HACU-0133-1: Alien/Freak/Monster: Race, Sex, and Otherness in Sci-Fi, Horror, 
and Fantasy

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-2 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: S. Loza
Seats: 8
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 8-10 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

Race, Sex, and Otherness in Sci-Fi, Horror, and Fan-
tasy: This course examines questions of race, gender, 
sexuality, cultural difference, and reproduction in sci-
ence fiction and horror films. It investigates how and 
why people in different social positions have been 
constructed as foreign, freakish, or monstrous. In addi-
tion to exploring the relationship between sex/gender 
norms and hierarchies based on race/species or class/
caste, we will also consider the following questions: 
Does the figure of the alien/freak/monster reconfigure 
the relationship between bodies, technology, and the 

division of labor? How do such figures simultaneously 
buttress and transgress the boundary between human 
and non-human, normal and abnormal, Self and Other? 
How does society use the grotesque body of the alien/
freak/monster to police the liminal limits of sexuality, 
gender, and ethnicity? How does The Other come to 
embody Pure Evil? Finally, what are the consequences 
of living as an alien/freak/monster for specific groups 
and individuals? This course is reading-, writing-, and 
theory-intensive.

HACU-133T-1: “Musicking” or the Critical Study of Music Otherwise

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Harold Johnson Library B3 CRS Monday, Wednesday 

10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: D. Warner
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives

Beginning with Christopher Small’s book of the 
same name, “Musicking,” this course will consider mu-
sic as an action that relates to the world. In addition to 

the “musical relations” within music as object or per-
formance, we know, feel, and transform ourselves into 
“musickers.” Moving through and beyond categories of 
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identity, we will consider performers such as Kathleen 
Hanna, Laurie Anderson, Freddie Mercury (Queen), 
Parliament-Funkadelic, Sun Ra, and Gange of Four, as 
well as readings in Feminist, Queer, and Afrological 

musicology, contemporary philosophical writings on 
music and emotion, political economies of music, and 
social change.

HACU-134T-1: Knowledge, Ignorance, Stupidity

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-2 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: C. Cox
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 6 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

It is often said that the aim of education is the ac-
quisition of knowledge, and that “knowledge is power.” 
Yet Socrates affirmed ignorance; other philosophers 
and theologians condemned curiosity; and religious 
mystics have celebrated “unknowing.” What is “knowl-
edge” and why might it be considered good or bad? Is 
“knowledge” the same as “information”? What are the 

differences between ignorance, stupidity, idiocy, and 
foolishness? Through the analysis and discussion of 
philosophical and religious texts, novels, films, and 
works of visual art, we will consider these and many 
more questions and, in the process, perhaps learn (and 
un-learn) something.

HACU-135T-1: Reading the Graphic Novel: Complex Comics

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-101 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: M. Hardesty
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend 4-6 hours weekly on work and 

preparation outside of class time.

Complex Comics: In this course, we will read close-
ly and write about a number of experimental, complex 
long-form comics by U.S.-based creators. The course 
has four objectives: to understand historically the 
curious genre of the “graphic novel” and its relation 
to both “literature” and “popular culture”; to become 
familiar with theoretical and critical debates about 
comics; to develop graphic analysis skills and practice 
them with frequent writing (and possibly drawing) as-
signments; and to examine how these graphic novels 
both challenge and reinforce conventional represen-
tations of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, 

and class in the United States. Course assignments 
will include group discussions, weekly writing tasks, 
a midterm synthetic essay, and a final annotated bibli-
ography project. Titles may include Lynda Barry’s One! 
Hundred! Demons!, Chris Ware’s Jimmy Corrigan: the 
Smartest Kid on Earth, Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home, 
Kyle Baker’s Nat Turner, Gene Luen Yang’s American 
Born Chinese, Jaime Hernandez’s Heartbreak Soup, 
Paul Auster, Paul Karasik and David Mazzuchelli’s City 
of Glass. This course assumes no previous knowledge 
of comics and graphic novels, but asks for curiosity and 
a spirit of engaged critique.

HACU-136T-1: Undoing form

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
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Faculty: J. Bajorek
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 6-8 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

This tutorial will trace the idea of form, broadly 
construed, and its many transformations and defor-
mations across diverse forms of literary and cultural 
production, from Plato to the present. The idea of form 
will present us with opportunities to think, read, and 
look more closely and look otherwise at both canonical 
and non-canonical, and even oppositional, “resistant,” 
or counter-cultural texts, images, and objects. We will 

read texts by Charles Baudelaire, Edouard Glissant, 
Stephane Mallarme, and Gertrude Stein, and look at vi-
sual or multimedia texts by El Anatsui, Bertolt Brecht, 
Broomberg and Chanarin, Claude Cahun, Maya Deren, 
and Andy Warhol. Students will practice thinking and 
writing critically about the production of meaning in 
literary and visual media.

HACU-137T-1: Exploring the Divine Feminine

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: R. Meagher
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend approximately 12 hours per week 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

The earliest evidence of religious imagination 
suggests that the source of all life, death, and rebirth, 
the power of creation, sustenance, destruction, and 
re-generation, was first understood as feminine. God-
dess worship, arguably the original “religion” of the 
human species, has survived not only in memory but 
also in practice to the present day, despite the hostility 
or indifference of virtually every “world religion” of the 
past several millennia. This class will look closely at a 

number of prehistoric and ancient goddess traditions 
from Europe, the Near East, and South Asia, examining 
their ancient forms and their enduring legacies. More 
specifically, this class will begin in the painted caves of 
prehistoric France and end on the streets of contempo-
rary Kolkota, home to the largest and most vital Moth-
er Goddess festival in the modern world, the festival of 
Ma Durga.

HACU-138T-1: Religous Experience and Literary Form

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: A. Hodder
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 8 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

Meditation, vision, conversion, mysticism, devo-
tion, ecstasy, prayer: these are just some of the forms 
through which people of faith around the world have 

conceived of religious or spiritual meaning. The pur-
pose of this tutorial is to introduce students to the 
study of world religions through a consideration of 
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several modalities of religious experience as represent-
ed in texts variously drawn from Buddhist, Christian, 
Hindu, Jewish, and Native American sources. Adopting 
for our methodological framework a typology of reli-
gious psychology suggested by William James, we will 
examine each of these writings in their respective reli-
gious, historical, and literary contexts. Our basic con-
cern will be to understand the problems of represent-
ing private, interior, or ineffable experiences in written 
forms. What can we understand of religious experience 
from its literary representations? What, for example, is 

the relationship between religious conversion and an 
allegory of faith? Is poetry better equipped than nar-
rative for the expression or recreation of meditative 
experience? In addition to James’s The Varieties of Re-
ligious Experience, our reading will include Bunyan’s 
The Pilgrim’s Progress, Jayadeva’s Gitagovinda, Black 
Elk Speaks, Elie Wiesel’s Souls on Fire, the Buddhacar-
ita, the Autobiography of St. Teresa of Avila, The Way 
of a Pilgrim, and Basho’s The Narrow Road to the Deep 
North.

HACU-139T-1: Reading Shakespeare: Selves and Roles

Note(s): Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: L. Kennedy
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 6 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

Selves and Roles: “All the world’s a stage and all the 
men and women merely players; they have their exits 
and their entrances. . .” --this over-quoted line belongs 
to the cynic, Jacques in As You Like It. But from the ear-
liest plays though The Tempest at the end of his career, 
Shakespeare’s characters struggle to address Lear’s 
desperate question: “Who is it that can tell me who I 
am?” They struggle in the face of the realization that, 
whether they want to or not, they play “parts”-roles 
given them by birth and family, by their positions as so-
cial insider or outsider, by gender and the conventions 
of sexual desire, clothing, and language, by chance and 

circumstance. In this discussion-based, writing inten-
sive seminar, we shall work through the texts of four of 
Shakespeare’s plays, one from each of the major genres 
(history, comedy, tragedy, romance) and then collec-
tively choose a fifth play for a final study and group 
presentations. We shall read the texts closely, with 
attention to metaphor, form, dramatic structure and 
historical context. We’ll explore recent theoretical and 
critical approaches to the plays. There will be weekly 
short writing and two longer, revised essays. Students 
will collaborate on scene-studies and discuss several 
film versions of the plays.

HACU-0152-1: Japanese Religions

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 SEM Wednesday, Friday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: R. Stepien
Seats: 8
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 0-165 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

This course introduces the religious traditions 
of Japan from their ancient origins to contemporary 
times. It begins with the funerary and fertility rites, fe-
male oracular shamans, and diverse pantheon of gods 
(kami) of prehistoric times. The bulk of the course is 
then devoted to the four major religious institutions 
of recorded Japanese history: Shinto, Buddhism, Dao-
ism, and Confucianism. Special attention is given to 
the dynamic interactions among these various tradi-

tions, their relationships to the political establishment, 
and to popular religious practices located outside of 
the organized religions. Specifically Japanese trans-
formations of Chinese cultural imports are studied in 
detail, especially with regard to Buddhism. Thus, we 
read about the contemplation of ‘suchness’, the para-
bles of the Lotus Sutra, the paradoxical koan cases of 
Rinzai Zen, and the ‘just sitting’ meditation practice 
of Soto Zen. The final portion of the course is devoted 
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to modern and contemporary developments in Japa-
nese religion, including the appearance of Christiani-
ty, ‘postmodern Pure Land theology’, and the religious 

landscape of comic books (manga), animation (anime), 
and online subculture (otaku).

HACU-0154-1: Encapsulating Sounds

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL SEM Monday, 

Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Oba
Seats: 8
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 6-8 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

Every culture bears unique sensibilities to sounds. 
People cultivate distinctive ways of hearing, under-
standing, and relating to them. These sensibilities 
are also reflected in the processes of sound- and mu-
sic-making. Different instruments are devised to encap-
sulate distinctive cultural values not only acoustically 
but also visually in their material forms. This course 
aims to explore diverse music cultures of the world 
through the lens of organology (the study of musical 
instruments). We examine a wide range of sound-mak-

ing devices broadly defined as “musical instruments” in 
their sociocultural and historical contexts. Our investi-
gation encompasses topics such as social functions and 
significations of the instruments, e.g., ritual objects, 
status symbols, and exotic commodities; myths and 
symbolism attributed to the instruments; technology 
and craftsmanship involved in the fabrication, and eco-
logical and ethical concerns for the use of certain mate-
rials, e.g., exotic wood, tortoise shells, and ivory.

HACU-0162-1: The Sun’s Not Yellow It’s Chicken: Color Studies

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Arts Barn STUDIO 1 CRS Wednesday 1 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: S. Rafferty
Seats: 5
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Lab fee: $90. In this course, students are expected to spend 

approximately 8 hours weekly on work and preparation outside 
of class time.

Color Studies: This course is a foundational 
art-making course, an update of a traditional optical 
color theory course or section in 2D foundations. In 
addition to the basics of color theory, we will consid-
er the cultural and conceptual meanings of specific 
colors, and other seemingly neutral design elements 
such as stripes and patterns. Instead of approaching 
these subjects from a formal angle of relations, we will 
investigate how colors can be approached on the level 
of psychology, anthropology, literature, history, and art 

history. Projects will consist of physical and conceptu-
al color theory exercises. Readings will include David 
Batchelor, Lisa Robertson, Herman Melville, Charles 
Baudelaire, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Michael Taussig, Co-
lour after Klein. Students will be expected to make art-
works weekly outside of class in addition to reading, 
while in-class time will be devoted to in-class exercis-
es, material demonstrations, artist presentations, cri-
tiques, museum visits, and collaborative projects.

HACU-0191-1: Feminist Philosophy: the Mysterious, the Playful, the Funny, the 
Useless, the Intimate, and the Indifferent

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
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Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Roelofs
Seats: 8
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 7-8 hours weekly on 

work and preparation outside of class time.

the Mysterious, the Playful, the Funny, the Use-
less, the Intimate, and the Indifferent: Working with 
contemporary feminist approaches to questions of 
difference, this course asks what place we should give 
experiences that seem quite central to everyday cultur-
al life: those of the mysterious, the playful, the funny, 
the useless, the intimate, and the indifferent. How do 

these experiences mesh with meanings put into play 
by language, the senses, performances, critical reason, 
and the market? How do they link up with alternative 
kinds of pleasure and desire? What other concepts 
should we add to the list? Readings in feminist theory 
will be coupled with discussions of literature, art, and 
other cultural productions.

HACU-0192-1: Jazz Ensemble Seminar I

Note(s): Prerequisites Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL CRS Monday 

6:30 p.m. 9:20 p.m.
Faculty: T. Randall
Seats: 7
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Prerequisites: Students are expected to have a basic music theory 

background (Musical Beginnings or equivalent) and reasonable 
proficiency in their instrument, including basic scales and 
rudimentary reading ability. Students are also expected to spend 
2-6 hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

In this performance-based introductory class, stu-
dents will begin to develop the skills and techniques 
of jazz performance, including ensemble playing and 
improvisation. Students will study the forms and con-
cepts of jazz composition and theory and apply them 
in the composition and performance of repertoire. 

They will learn to compose elements of jazz pieces and 
will present their original work in a spring concert per-
formance. There will be assigned readings and a short, 
final paper. This course is open to all instrumentalists 
and vocalists who want to acquire proficiency in the 
basic elements of jazz.

HACU-0201-1: Irish Traditional and Popular Music: Ethnography and 
Performance

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL CRS Tuesday, 

Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: R. Miller
Seats: 22
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 9 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

Ethnography and Performance: This course will explore Irish popular and traditional music and song. 
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We will learn about the social and historical context for 
Irish traditional music performance in Ireland and in 
diaspora and as a tradition in the Pioneer Valley today. 
We will also study Irish popular music (dance bands, 
showbands, and Celtic rock) from the perspectives 
of post-colonialism, Irish nationalism, and econom-
ic shifts in Ireland during the 20th and 21st centuries. 
There will be regular writing assignments; required 
weekly reading will focus on primary and secondary 

sources. We will also spend roughly 25% of class time 
learning to play Irish traditional music by ear. We will 
cover various styles and tune types -- reels, jigs, horn-
pipes, slow airs, and others. No prior experience is 
necessary; however students must have basic working 
knowledge of an instrument specific to this genre: fid-
dle (violin), guitar, mandolin, tenor banjo, piano, accor-
dion, flute, pennywhistle, and potentially others.

HACU-0203-1: Group Improvisation: Introduction to Creative Dance

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building MAIN SEM Tuesday, 

Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: C. Goehring
Seats: 20
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Variable Credit Concert Tickets: $30-50. In this course, students 

are expected to spend 2-4 hours weekly on work and preparation 
outside of class time.

Introduction to Creative Dance: Dance Pioneer 
Barbara Mettler said, “To create means to make up 
something new.” In this course students explore the el-
ements of dance through a series of creative problems 
solved in improvisations by individuals and groups. 
Directed exercises are used to heighten awareness of 

the body and its movement potential. Studies using 
the sounds of voice, hands and feet develop skills in 
accompaniment. Based on the principle that dance is 
a human need this work invites people of all ages and 
abilities to come together in movement and to make 
dance an element of their lives.

HACU-0207-1: CMYK: Graphic Design and Representation Studio

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-126 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: T. Long
Seats: 12
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Students are expected to spend a substantial amount of time 

weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

Graphic Design and Representation Studio: Graph-
ic design is a creative and critical practice at the in-
tersection of communication and abstraction. The 
process of learning graphic design is two-fold, and stu-
dents in this course will engage both areas: first, stu-
dents will develop knowledge and fluency with design 
skills--in this case, software (Photoshop/Illustrator); 
second students will address the challenges of design 
head-on through discussion, practice, iteration, cri-
tique and experimentation. The projects will challenge 
students to explore raster and vector graphic forms, 
color theory and typography in creative, experimental 
ways to reach their objectives. Techniques, approaches, 
styles and processes for representing numbers, maps, 
philosophies and ideas will be introduced throughout 
the course. As a studio and software course, it will be 

fast-paced and immersive and will require a substan-
tial amount of work outside of class time. The course 
will be made up of several small, fast-paced projects 
and culminate in one longer, more engaged print de-
sign project. This course is geared toward students 
with a design-focused course of study. Preference will 
be given to Architectural Studies majors and graphic 
design-focused students.
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HACU-0209-1: Video I: Surveillance

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required
Prerequisites Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-131 SEM Thursday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.; JLC-131 LAB 

Thursday 6 p.m. 8 p.m.
Faculty: H. Tucker
Seats: 16
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Lab fee: $65. Prerequisites: Hampshire Media Arts or similar 

course. Students are expected to spend approximately 8 hours 
weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

Surveillance: Pigeons, balloons, kites, aircraft, sat-
ellites, telephones, webcams, carcams, and bodycams 
have been used to record images of regions, commu-
nities, and people. In this introductory level video 
production course, we will look back at these images 
-- contemporary and historic examples produced by in-
dividuals, corporations, and international government 
surveillance programs-- that observe, track, and survey 
as we discuss secrecy, technology, and shifting attitudes 
towards privacy. Using devices that document from the 
ground, the sky, and the body, students will complete 
a series of time and screen based projects designed to 
develop basic technical proficiency as well as the skills 
and mental discipline so important to a successful 
working process. Hands on workshops will introduce 

students to modes of image acquisition, as well as skills 
such as lighting, editing, and sound recording. We will 
follow a workflow that includes research and develop-
ment of an idea (designing, planning, and scheduling), 
production (building, testing, recording) and post-pro-
duction (editing and revision). Screenings, workshops, 
critiques and discussion will focus on media analysis 
and image/sound relationships. Readings will include 
historical, theoretical, and literary texts. Students will 
gain experience in looking, listening, and thinking criti-
cally about the making of the moving image. There are 
required weekly screenings and workshops. Enrolled 
or top 5 waitlist students who DO NOT attend the first 
class session risk losing their place on the class roster.

HACU-0210-1: Film Workshop I

Note(s): Prerequisites Required; Limited to Div I Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-131 SEM Wednesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.; JLC-131 

LAB Wednesday 7 p.m. 9 p.m.
Faculty: A. Ravett
Seats: 8
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent Work; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Lab fee: $65. Prerequisites: A 100 level course in media arts 

(Introduction to Media Arts, Introduction to Media Production, 
Introduction to Digital Photography and New Media), or an 
equivalent course in film history/theory or art history that has 
been completed prior to and not concurrent with this workshop. 
Students are expected to spend approximately 6 hours weekly in 
work and preparation outside of class time.

This course teaches the basic skills of 16mm film 
production, including camera work, editing, animation, 
optical printing and preparation for a finished work in 
film and video. Students will submit weekly written 
responses to theoretical and historical readings and to 
screenings of films and dvd’s that represent a variety of 
aesthetic approaches to the moving image. There will 

be a series of filmmaking assignments culminating in 
a final project. The bulk of the work will be produced 
in 16mm format including a variety of ways to self pro-
cess film or create cameraless moving images. Digital 
image processing and non-linear editing will also be 
supported.
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HACU-0210-2: Film Workshop I

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Limited to Div II/III Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-131 SEM Wednesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.; JLC-131 

LAB Wednesday 7 p.m. 9 p.m.
Faculty: A. Ravett
Seats: 8
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent Work; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Lab fee: $65. Prerequisites: A 100 level course in media arts 

(Introduction to Media Arts, Introduction to Media Production, 
Introduction to Digital Photography and New Media), or an 
equivalent course in film history/theory or art history that has 
been completed prior to and not concurrent with this workshop. 
Students are expected to spend approximately 6 hours weekly in 
work and preparation outside of class time.

This course teaches the basic skills of 16mm film 
production, including camera work, editing, animation, 
optical printing and preparation for a finished work in 
film and video. Students will submit weekly written 
responses to theoretical and historical readings and to 
screenings of films and dvd’s that represent a variety of 
aesthetic approaches to the moving image. There will 

be a series of filmmaking assignments culminating in 
a final project. The bulk of the work will be produced 
in 16mm format including a variety of ways to self pro-
cess film or create cameraless moving images. Digital 
image processing and non-linear editing will also be 
supported.

HACU-0211-1: Photo I: Black and White Photography

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to Div I Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-131 SEM Tuesday 12:30 p.m. 3:20 p.m.; JLC-135 

LAB Tuesday 5 p.m. 7 p.m.
Faculty: C. Nolasco
Seats: 8
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: Lab Fee: $65 Students are expected to spend 8-10 hours per week 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

Black and White Photography: Photo I is an intro-
duction to analogue B&W photography. In this class we 
will cover basic camera and darkroom skills, including 
the use of medium and large format cameras, exposing 
and developing film, and making traditional 8x10 sil-

ver gelatin prints. In addition to acquiring a working 
knowledge of analogue techniques, the class will con-
centrate on how to critically read and interpret photo-
graphs by engaging in frequent critiques of student’s 
work.

HACU-0211-2: Photo I: Black and White Photography

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Satisfies Distribution; Limited to 
Div II/III Students

Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-131 SEM Tuesday 12:30 p.m. 3:20 p.m.; JLC-135 
LAB Tuesday 5 p.m. 7 p.m.

Faculty: C. Nolasco
Seats: 8
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
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Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: Lab Fee: $65 Students are expected to spend 8-10 hours per week 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

Black and White Photography: Photo I is an intro-
duction to analogue B&W photography. In this class we 
will cover basic camera and darkroom skills, including 
the use of medium and large format cameras, exposing 
and developing film, and making traditional 8x10 sil-

ver gelatin prints. In addition to acquiring a working 
knowledge of analogue techniques, the class will con-
centrate on how to critically read and interpret photo-
graphs by engaging in frequent critiques of student’s 
work.

HACU-0215-1: Modern-Contemporary Dance Technique 3: Intermediate Level

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building MAIN SEM Monday, 

Wednesday 4 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: D. Goffe
Seats: 20
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Variable Credit Prerequisite: Modern Dance 2 and/or previous 

sudy of modern dance technique. Concert Tickets: $30-$50. In 
this course, students are expected to spend 2-4 hours weekly on 
preparation and work outside of class time.

Intermediate Level: Modern-Contemporary Dance 
Technique 3 is an intermediate-level class, which will 
build on students’ previous study of modern dance 
technique. The studio will be our laboratory for a se-
mester-long exploration of a wide range of modern 
dance concepts with a focus on deepening sensation, 
clarifying points of initiation in the body, expansive 
use of space, connectivity and increasingly complex 
phrase work. Along the way we will give continued at-

tention to alignment, spatial clarity, breath, increasing 
range of motion and the development of strength and 
stamina. Ultimately, the goal is for each student to en-
gage in a holistic approach to contemporary/modern 
dance technique-moving beyond rote mimicry toward 
dynamic, fully expansive movement exploration. The 
hope is that this will form the basis of a sustainable 
and deeply engaged movement practice - one that may 
inform a lifetime of embodied creative process.

HACU-0219-1: Poetry in/as Translation-Borders and Bridges

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Harold Johnson Library KIVA SEM Wednesday 1 

p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: P. Barskova
Seats: 15
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 5 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

The task of this course will be to develop portfo-
lio of translations connected to the discussions about 
specifics of the poetry translation, both in theory and 
in practice. Students should be curious (but, obviously 
not masterful) about poetry and literary translation 
and willing to experiment with stretching the limits of 
their linguistic and creative possibilities. Readings will 
include both theoretical thinkers of translations (such 
as Benjamin, Derrida et al.) and poets and writers who 

insisted on enriching their creative practice working 
with translation (Poe, Nabokov, Borges, Brodsky, Car-
son). Portfolios for this course will include among the 
other possible assignments -- translations, post-class 
and in-class assignments, interviews with the transla-
tors in one’s life.
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HACU-0221-1: Literature After Benjamin

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-WLH CRS Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Bajorek
Seats: 25
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: Students are expected to spend 6-8 hours per week on work and 

preparation outside of class time.

The philosopher and cultural critic Walter Benja-
min wrote about many things: photography, film, archi-
tecture, toys, technology, surrealism, Judaism, anti-cap-
italist revolution, history, and hashish. But there is one 
thing that he wrote about more, and more obsessively, 
than almost anything else: literature. This course will 
consist of close readings of selected texts by Benjamin 
on literature alongside the primary texts they discuss, 

exploring the historical, philosophical, and cultural di-
mensions of Benjamin’s interpretations and attempt-
ing to weigh the importance of his legacy for contem-
porary literary and cultural theory. Texts to include 
(Benjamin on) Baudelaire, Brecht, Dostoyevsky, Leskov, 
Kafka, and Valery. We will also read some of Benjamin’s 
writings on more abstract questions, such as mimesis, 
tragedy, and translation.

HACU-0223-1: Woman and Poet

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 SEM Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: L. Sanders
Seats: 22
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 6-8 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

In A Room of One’s Own, Virginia Woolf observed, 
“[The woman] born with a gift of poetry in the six-
teenth century was an unhappy woman, a woman at 
strife against herself.” What professional and personal 
challenges have female poets faced throughout histo-
ry? How have women reconciled societal expectations 
of ‘proper femininity’ with the desire to write and pub-
lish? How has the marketplace influenced the devel-

opment of poetry by women? How does the study of 
gender difference influence the process of reading and 
analyzing poems? These are some of the many ques-
tions this course will address. We will study the lives 
and works of poets ranging from Anne Bradstreet, 
Phillis Wheatley, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Emily 
Bronte and Emily Dickinson, to Marianne Moore, Eliza-
beth Bishop, Anne Sexton, and Sylvia Plath.

HACU-0229-1: The Afrological Orchestra: The Philosophy of Groove

Note(s): Prerequisites Required; Limited to Div II/III Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL SEM Tuesday 

6:30 p.m. 9:20 p.m.
Faculty: M. Ehrlich
Seats: 14
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Prerequisites: Limited to Div II and III students. A background in 

music theory and the ability to read music are preferred, but can 
be discussed. There will be an informal audition for the ensemble 
the Tuesday before the first day of classes.

The Philosophy of Groove: This semester, our en-
semble course will jump into the wide road of the Af-

rican-American music continuum at the whistle stops 
commonly called Funk and Rhythm and Blues. As mu-
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sical artists, we will look to meet its rigorous standards 
of performance practice. From there, we will look at the 
connections, the ways this philosophy of the groove 
has informed so much spiritual, political, and cultural 
creativity in America and across the world. This en-
semble course includes weekly practice, individual and 

in groups, as well as readings and written assignments. 
We will present a concert at the end of the semester. 
This course is open to all instrumentalists and singers. 
There will be an informal audition for the ensemble 
the Tuesday before the first day of classes.

HACU-0233-1: American Religious Experience: Literary and Historical Per

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-105 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: A. Hodder
Seats: 21
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend approximately 8 hours per week 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

Literary and Historical Per: This course provides 
an historical overview of the changing religious land-
scape of the United States from the Puritan Age to the 
contemporary period through an examination of se-
lected literary and historical representations. We will 
consider contributions of writers representing a wide 
range of religious and ethnic communities, as well as 
such issues as the literary impact of religious values 
and outlook, biblical texts and traditions, denomina-
tional change and conflict, changing conceptions of na-
ture, Native American life-ways, and encounters with 
traditions of the East. The syllabus for this course is 

designed with three primary objectives in mind: first, 
to acquaint students with selected writings, represent-
ing various genres, of a range of American writers for 
whom religious experience, values, and identity have 
been of crucial concern; second, to chart some of the 
principal movements of American religious history as 
they are reflected in these writings; and finally, to pro-
vide a sustained opportunity for each student to arrive 
at his or her own working understanding of the com-
plex and multi-faceted relationship between religious 
experience and literary expression in the United States 
at pivotal moments in its history.

HACU-0235-1: History of Slavery in Film: Slavery and the Cyborg

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-120 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.; 

JLC-120 LAB Tuesday 7 p.m. 9 p.m.
Faculty: B. Okpako
Seats: 24
Skills: Writing and Research; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 8 

hours per week on work and preparation outside of class time.

Slavery and the Cyborg: We will approach film his-
tory in terms of the representation of slavery in film, 
both the technological innovation and the develop-
ment of film language. While the 19th century is widely 
viewed as the century of the novel, the 20th was dom-
inated by the rise of film as the force in public story-
telling. What is the significance of the fact that The 
most widely read novel of the 19th and, in some ways, 
the most important film of the 20th century, are both 
about slavery? The 21st century ushers in an new era of 
technology with films like GRAVITY, the first film shot 
to a large extent by avatars, 12 YEARS A SLAVE, the first 
film to introduce a new language into mainstream cin-

ema, and HER, the first film about an enslaved operat-
ing system. What is the relationship between slavery, 
post humanism and the cyborg? To what extent does 
film both reflect and define these concepts?
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HACU-0237-1: Life Writing: Forms of Autobiography and Memoir

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Wallen
Seats: 22
Skills: Writing and Research; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent 

Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 6 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

Forms of Autobiography and Memoir: Autobiog-
raphy is not one literary genre among others--autobi-
ographical writing cuts across all distinctions of genre. 
In the last 30 years, there has been a remarkable pro-
liferation of life writing, and also expansion into new 
forms, such as on the internet and graphic novels. In 
this course we will read earlier forms of confession, 

autobiography, and memoir, and look at a wide range 
of recent writings, including testimony, memoirs of ill-
ness and recovery, and coming out narratives. We will 
also examine theories of the self, of identity, of con-
sciousness, and of memory. Students will be expected 
to complete several analytical papers and to complete a 
final project that incorporates life writing.

HACU-0240-1: Introduction to Ethnomusicology: Problems and Methods

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL CRS Monday, 

Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: J. Oba
Seats: 20
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 6-8 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

Problems and Methods: Ethnomusicology is a field 
of music scholarship, which examines a wide range of 
music and music-related human activities with distinc-
tive sociocultural perspectives and methodologies. This 
course offers an introductory experience of the field for 
students pursuing ethnomusicological projects in their 
Div II and III and those interested in exploring this rel-
atively unknown field. Students are introduced to the 
historical development of the field since its emergence 
in the late 19th century and more recent discourses and 
directions, subjects that many ethnomusicologists in-

vestigate, and how they approach them. Fieldwork be-
ing a central methodology, students learn how to docu-
ment, analyze, and interpret ethnographic information, 
how to preserve and share their research findings, and 
ethical issues pertaining to the handling of individual 
and collective cultural properties. The course also en-
tails a brief introduction of other methodologies such 
as archival, organological, and iconographical research. 
Previous experience in music scholarship, anthropolo-
gy, or cultural studies is desirable.

HACU-0247-1: Beyond the Riot: Zines in Archives and Digital Space

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-2 SEM Tuesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.; Harold Johnson 

Library B9 SCR Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Hardesty; A. Kumbier
Seats: 20
Skills: Independent Work; Writing and Research
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Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend an additional 6-8 
hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

Zines in Archives and Digital Space: In this course, 
we will do hands-on library and archival research 
to examine queer, feminist, and POC zines from the 
1990s and the contexts in which they were produced 
and circulated. Zines (an abbreviation of “fanzine”) 
are self-published amateur print publications that 
have been part of U.S. subcultural scenes since at least 
the 1950s. In the 1990s, zines played a crucial role in 
sustaining queer and feminist subcultures-the best 
known being Riot Grrrl-at the cusp of the digital age, 
when “scenes” were still built through physical corre-
spondence and in-person encounters. This course will 
explore several library and archival zine collections in 
the Pioneer Valley, including the Girl Zines collection at 
Smith, the Margaret Rooks papers at Mount Holyoke, 
the Zine Collection at Hampshire, and the Flywheel 
Arts Space zine library in Easthampton. The course will 
be co-taught by Professor Michele Hardesty and librar-

ian Alana Kumbier of Hampshire College, in collabora-
tion with archivist Leslie Fields and librarian Julie Ada-
mo of Mount Holyoke College. There will be a rigorous 
schedule of readings in gender and queer studies (with 
a focus on “third wave” feminism, Riot Grrrl, queer ac-
tivism, intersectionality, and the ethics of subcultural 
research) as well as histories of zines and alternative 
publishing. While the bulk of our primary sources will 
be physical zines, our research methods will emphasize 
digital tools (Twine games, GIS mapping, timelines), 
and students will share research findings on an open 
access website. Interested students should equally 
be willing to dig through archival boxes and to learn 
some very basic coding. This is a Five College Digital 
Humanities course that is based at Hampshire but will 
frequently travel to other 5C campuses and sites. email 
beyondtheriot@gmail.com for details

HACU-0248-1: Short Fictions of the Russian XIXth Century: From Pushkin to 
Chekhov

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 SCR Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: P. Barskova
Seats: 21
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Writing and 

Research
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend approximately 5 

hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

From Pushkin to Chekhov: This course will explore 
the lesser-known masterpieces of the “Golden Age” of 
Russian Literature. Outside of the realm of the great 
Russian novel (poignantly described by Henry James as 
“loose baggy monsters”), there exists a realm of the ex-
quisite shorter works of literature: short stories, tales, 

and sketches. We will read them, talk about them, write 
and play in their light. Readings will include short fic-
tions by Alexander Pushkin, Mikhail Lermontov, Ivan 
Turgenev, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Anton Chekhov, and oth-
ers.

HACU-0252-1: Making Dances 2: Engaging Process from the Studio to the S

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building MAIN CRS Monday, 

Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: D. Goffe
Seats: 8
Skills: Independent Work
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Additional: Prerequisites: Making Dances 1 or other dance composition course. 
Previous study of dance history and dance technique is preferred. 
Concert Tickets: $30-50. In this course, students are expected to 
spend 6-8 hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class 
time.

Engaging Process from the Studio to the S: Making 
Dances 2 will build upon students’ prior study of dance 
composition. The studio will be our laboratory as we 
identify and employ the tools of choreographic pro-
cess, individual kinesthetic and aesthetic impulse, the 
role(s) of the choreographer, the relational nature of 
the art form and the negotiations these relationships 
engender (choreographer and dancer/choreographer 
and audience), as well as the implications of making 
art of/for/by the expressive body in space and time. 
We will begin by experimenting with formal structures 

and play, design and chance. The process will soon give 
way to group dances each student will develop in se-
mester-long rehearsals outside of class with a group of 
dancers selected by audition. Culminating works may 
then be submitted for performance in Hampshire’s 
Winter Dance Concert in the S17 semester. Together 
members of the class will work to support one anoth-
er in developing a nurturing space for curious investi-
gation, boundary expanding rigor, generous feedback 
and playful discovery.

HACU-0255-1: Angels and Ghosts: Walter Benjamin, Paul Klee, and Wim 
Wenders

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-102 SEM Tuesday 6 p.m. 9 p.m.
Faculty: K. Koehler
Seats: 12
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media; Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend 6-10 hours per week on work and 

preparation outside of class time.

Walter Benjamin, Paul Klee, and Wim Wenders: 
This seminar is based on a close, comparative reading 
of the critical theorist Walter Benjamin, the artist Paul 
Klee and the filmmaker Wim Wenders. Linking histo-
ry, tragedy, desire and hope to the figures of the angel, 
the ghost, the puppet, the trapeze artist, and the au-
tomaton, these three authors open up an examination 
of materiality, abstraction, representation, the seen 

and the unseen, the purposeful, the ephemeral, the 
accidental, the heartbreaking and the playful. Their 
comparative treatments of cities, arcades, towers and 
streets will also be used to explore both the sensations 
of place and the operations of memory in images, texts, 
artifacts, and in architecture. Students will create a 
series of artworks, creative texts, critical reviews and 
analytical essays.

HACU-0256-1: Ancient Epic1

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: R. Meagher
Seats: 22
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Students are expected to spend approximately 12 hours per week 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

The aim of this course is the comparative study of 
four ancient epics from Mesopotamia, Greece, India, 
and Ireland. The core readings comprise: the Epic of 
Gilgamesh, the Iliad, the Mahabharata, and the Tain. 
Each text is considered both in its own historical and 

cultural context and in the larger shared context of an-
cient epic, myth, religion, and literature.
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HACU-0258-1: Master Musicians of Africa: West Africa

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building RECITAL SEM Tuesday, 

Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: O. Omojola
Seats: 20
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple 

Cultural Perspectives

West Africa: This course concentrates on the lives 
and music of selected West African musicians. Depart-
ing from ethnographic approaches that mask the iden-
tity of individual musicians and treat African societies 
as collectives, the course studies the works of individ-
ual West African musicians whose stature as master 
musicians is undisputed within their respective com-
munities. It examines the contributions of individual 
musicians and ensembles to the ever continuous pro-

cess of negotiating the boundaries and ambience of 
African musical practice. Individuals and groups cov-
ered this semester include Fela Anikulapo-Kuti (Nige-
ria), Dzigbordi (Ghana), Kandia Kouyate (Mali),Youssou 
N’Dour (Senegal) and Mafikizolo (South Africa). The va-
riety of artistic expressions of selected musicians also 
provides a basis for examining the interrelatedness of 
different African musical idioms, and the receptivity of 
African music to non-African styles.

HACU-0265-1: Tonal Theory II

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building 102 SEM Tuesday, 

Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Ehrlich
Seats: 23
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Prerequisites: Tonal Theory I or 5 College equivalent. In this 

course, students are expected to spend approximately 6 hours 
weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

This class builds upon the work done in Tonal The-
ory I. We will continue the process of understanding 
and using basic chromatic harmony, in ways connected 
to both Jazz and Classical music continuums. Compo-
sition assignments will be included along the way as 
we assimilate new theoretical knowledge. We will look 

to enrich how we hear musical language, and how we 
understand musical syntax, where form and language 
intersect. The course involves weekly homework of an 
additive nature, periodic quizzes for diagnostic pur-
poses, listening and concert assignments, and two final 
composition projects.

HACU-0272-1: Dance and Culture: Dancing Devotion

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Music and Dance Building MAIN CRS Tuesday, 

Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: D. Lowell
Seats: 20
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Fees: $20-$40 for books and attending concerts. In this course, 

students are expected to spend 6-8 hours weekly on preparation 
and work outside of class time. 
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HACU-0273-1: Sonic Philosophy

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 CRS Monday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: C. Cox
Seats: 20
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: Students are expected to spend approximately 6 hours per week 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

This course will take sound and the sonic arts as 
both an object of inquiry and a provocation for thought. 
Reading texts by philosophers and cultural theorists, 
and examining work by composers, sound artists, writ-
ers, and filmmakers, we will investigate the ontology of 

sound and music, the nature of listening, technologies 
of audio recording and dissemination, time and space 
in the sonic arts, synaesthesia, and other issues. Each 
class will involve both discussions of theoretical texts 
and analysis of sonic art works.

HACU-0278-1: Measuring Time: Understanding and Creating Video Installation

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-120 SEM Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: B. Okpako
Seats: 14
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Quantitative 

Skills; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Prerequisites: Experience with editing and camera work is 

advisable. Students are expected to spend 8-10 hours weekly on 
work and preparation outside of class time.

Understanding and Creating Video Installation: In 
this practical course, we will both make and study vid-
eo installations. Our aim will be to get an introduction 
into the history of the art form. We will study some 
seminal works from Adrian Piper for her use of space, 
Isaac Julian for his proximity to film narrative, and Shi-
rin Neshat for her use of two or more screens in con-
versation. During the semester, we will ask ourselves: 
Can the video installation free us from the straitjacket 

of narrative? What role does time play? What about 
space? Students will be expected to create a five to ten 
minute installation on between one and three screens, 
find the appropriate location for the work, and install 
it. The process should be documented in a workbook 
and a video or photo series made of the work when in-
stalled. The installation locations can be either/both 
physical and virtual.

HACU-0280-1: Immigration Nation: Ethnic Stereotypes, US Politics and the 
Media

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-2 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: S. Loza
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple 

Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 10-12 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

Ethnic Stereotypes, US Politics and the Media: This 
seminar will examine the history of US immigration 

from the founding of the American nation to the great 
waves of European, Asian, and Mexican immigration 
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during the 19th and early 20th centuries, to the more 
recent flows from Southeast Asia, Latin America, and 
Africa. In addition to investigating how these groups 
were defined and treated in relation to each other by 
the media, we will consider the following questions: 
Who is an “American?” Has the definition shifted over 
time? How do contemporary political debates about 
immigration compare with those from previous eras? 

Is public opinion about immigration shaped by the 
media? How are arguments over citizenship bound up 
with ideas of race, class, ethnicity, gender, and nation? 
Special attention will be paid to the role of immigration 
in national politics; Hollywood’s fabrication and circu-
lation of ethnic stereotypes; and the virulent xenopho-
bia routinely exhibited on cable news.

HACU-0281-1: Paradoxes of the Aesthetic: From Schiller to the Present

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 CRS Tuesday 6 p.m. 9 p.m.
Faculty: M. Roelofs
Seats: 23
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple 

Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Prerequisites: Division II and III students only. In this course, 

students are expected to spend 7-8 hours weekly on work and 
preparation outside of class time.

From Schiller to the Present: Philosophers, cultural 
critics, and artists often invoke Friedrich Schiller’s 1794 
letters, On the Aesthetic Education of Man, in accounts 
of the relation between art and politics. Schiller’s view 
of aesthetic life and its political powers turns out to be 
highly paradoxical. How do the tensions Schiller navi-
gates reverberate in contemporary approaches to the 
relations between freedom and constraint, power and 
powerlessness, autonomy and the social, universality 

and difference? What do his notions of love, play, and 
beauty suggest for current perspectives on everyday 
aesthetic existence and for our capacities for criti-
cal participation in public and cultural life? Studying 
Schiller along with images, sound, and literature, we 
will read texts by writers such as Anna Julia Cooper, 
Du Bois, Benjamin, de Man, Kristeva, Ranciere, Lorde, 
Spivak, Enwezor, Kester, Ahmed, Ngai, and Lispector, 
among others. Division II and III students only.

HACU-0288-1: Writing for Film: Text and Image in Transnational Cinema

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-120 CRS Tuesday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.; JLC-120 SCR 

Monday 7 p.m. 9 p.m.
Faculty: B. Hillman
Seats: 13
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent Work
Additional: Field Trip Fee: $50 Lab Fee: $65 Students are expected to spend 

approximately 8 hours per week on work and preparation outside 
of class time.

Text and Image in Transnational Cinema: This pro-
duction/theory class will introduce students to scripts 
and texts by independent filmmakers and installation 
artists who are questioning what it means to work 
across cultures and languages in a transnational con-
text and to negotiate conflicts between notions of the 
local and the global, notions of national identity and 
the postnational. These filmmakers are working in hy-
brid combinations of essayistic, poetic, fictional and 
non-fictional forms. Many of them work in a context 
of multiple languages and seek to express the rupture 
of cultural displacement, and the ways in which it im-

pacts questions of representation. We will study works 
by filmmakers and installation artists including Shirin 
Neshat, Pedro Costa, Anri Sala, Isaac Julien, Mona Ha-
toum, Abderrahmane Sissako, Yamina Benguigui, John 
Akomfrah, Johanna Vaude and Jean-Pierre Gorin. The 
course will include workshops in writing voice-over, 
dialogue and visual text for the screen as well as work-
shops in editing image to text. Students will write and 
shoot two short projects and one longer project. Stu-
dents may work in 16mm, Super 8 film, digital media or 
across multiple formats.
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HACU-0289-1: Audience Research & Media Studies

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-222 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: V. Greene
Seats: 16
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: Prerequisites: At least one prior course in media studies, and 

students should begin the course with a general sense of the issues 
or media texts they wish to explore in their studies. Students are 
expected to spend on average 8-10 hours a week outside of class 
engaged in the following activities: completing the assigned 
readings, writing blog posts, conducting and transcribing 
interviews, and researching and preparing their term papers.

Countless scholars have discussed the ideologies 
communicated through media texts, but most persist 
in privileging their own analytical interpretations. 
In this course students will explore various theoriza-
tions of audiences, methodologies employed to study 
them, and results of how audiences interpret films, 
advertisements, television programs, and other cul-
tural texts. We will also seek to better understand why 
people make radically different meanings of the same 
texts. Audience Research & Media Studies is a rigorous, 

time- and labor-intensive course that requires signifi-
cant independent work outside of class. It is designed 
for advanced Division II and first-semester Division III 
students committed to reading and analyzing existing 
audience studies, as well as to conceptualizing, carry-
ing out, and documenting audience studies of their 
own. Students must have completed at least one prior 
course in media studies, and students should begin the 
course with a general sense of the issues or media texts 
they wish to explore in their studies.

HACU-0290-1: Computer Music I

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Harold Johnson Library B9 SEM Thursday 12:30 p.m. 

3:20 p.m.
Faculty: D. Warner
Seats: 20
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Prerequisites: Limited to Div II and III students only.

This is a composition course that will also survey 
the history, theory, and practice of electro-acoustic 
music. The course will introduce the musical, techni-
cal, and theoretical issues of electro-acoustic music, 
broadly construed to include the Classical avant-garde, 
Electronica, DJ culture, Re-mixes, Ambient, etc. Digital 
recording, editing, and mixing will be covered using the 
Audacity and ProTools programs. Students will also 

work with sampling techniques using Ableton Live 
and mixing skills with ProTools. Other topics to be cov-
ered include basic acoustics and synthesis techniques. 
Students will be expected to complete three composi-
tion projects during the course of the semester. Formal 
knowledge of music is helpful, but not required. Pre-
requisite: Course is open to Division II and III students 
only.

HACU-0291-1: Division II Interdisciplinary Critique

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Arts Barn STUDIO 3 SEM Tuesday 6 p.m. 8:50 p.m.
Faculty: S. Rafferty
Seats: 16
Skills: Independent Work
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Additional: Field trip fee: $75. Prerequisites: Minimum of 6 studio or studio 
adjacent (FPV, Dance, etc.) courses completed with evaluations or 
grades, Div II 3rd or 4th semester (2nd with permission) in one of 
the programs. Students are expected to spend approximately 10 
hours weekly on work and preparation outside of class time.

This course will foster the growth of independent 
voice and projects for Studio Arts concentrators in the 
late stages of Division II. As a preparation for sustained 
Division III work, students will cultivate methodologies 
and practices around consistently making, presenting, 
and honing work outside of the assignment paradigm. 

Select readings and discussions about what it means to 
be a studio artist in the 21st Century will complement 
regular group and partner critiques. Throughout the 
semester, students will develop work in whatever me-
dia, method, and approach they choose.

HACU-0294-1: Joyce and Woolf in Context: British Literature Between the Wars

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-ELH SEM Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: L. Kennedy; L. Sanders
Seats: 40
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 8-10 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

British Literature Between the Wars: In her 1924 
essay “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown,” Virginia Woolf ob-
served, “On or about December 1910, human character 
changed.” Drawing inspiration from Woolf’s famous 
phrase, this course focuses on modes of redescribing 
personhood in the work of James Joyce and Virginia 
Woolf, placing their writings in the larger context of 
British culture between the First and Second World 
Wars. In addition to reading texts by these two fore-
most modernists to explore their experiments with 

form and voice, we will also read lesser-known writers 
whose work is in conversation with the modernist can-
on. Themes to be addressed include the disjointedness 
and fragmentation of modernity; war, violence, and 
trauma; gender, sexuality, and the nation. Frequent 
short responses and a substantial research paper will 
be required. This course is designed for students con-
centrating in literature, history, and cultural studies, 
and prior coursework in literary studies is strongly rec-
ommended.

HACU-0299-1: Division II Projects

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-131 CRS Monday 1 p.m. 4 p.m.
Faculty: A. Ravett
Seats: 16
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple 

Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Lab fee: $75. Prerequisites: Film I, Photo I, or Video I. In this course, 

students are expected to spend approximately 6 hours weekly on 
work and preparation outside of class time.

The Division II Projects class provides an opportu-
nity for Division II students in film, photography, video, 
and related media who wish to pursue their own work 
to create at least one completed new project for inclu-
sion in the Division II portfolio. Throughout the semes-
ter, each student is required to present his or her work 
in it’s various stages of development to their small 
groups. The members of the class will provide critical, 

technical and production support for one another. Pri-
or to joining the class, students must have some level 
of mastery over their medium. Readings, screenings, 
workshops and artist talks, which address conceptual 
approaches, working methods, and specific problems 
faced by class members in developing the works-in-
progress will contribute to the participant’s overall ex-
perience of the class. All of these activities, including 
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active verbal contributions to all sessions, are required 
of each student under the guiding principle that track-
ing each other’s intellectual and creative process will 

help each person develop their respective project. This 
course provides a structured context in which to do in-
dependent work at the Division II level.

HACU-0308-1: Theories and Methods in the Study of Religion

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-2 CRS Friday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: R. Stepien
Seats: 23
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple 

Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend 0-165 hours weekly 

on work and preparation outside of class time.

This advanced research seminar in theories and 
methods in the study of religion explores the key ap-
proaches to and topics in the scholarly study of re-
ligion. We begin with a survey of the history of the 
discipline as a humanistic and secular alternative to 
traditional theological studies. We then grapple with 
some of the classic theories of what religion is and 
does, as expressed by thinkers such as Sigmund Freud, 
Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx, Max Weber, William 
James, Mircea Eliade, and Clifford Geertz; examine ma-
jor issues such as fundamentalism, mysticism, oriental-

ism, and pluralism; and survey the major methodolo-
gies at work in the study of religion today. The course 
is primarily aimed at students in their Junior or Senior 
years interested in or already undertaking their Ad-
vanced Independent Research Projects in any aspect of 
religious studies, including those located in humanities 
and related social sciences fields such as Anthropology, 
Cultural Studies, Environmental Studies, Gender Stud-
ies, History, Literature, Media Studies, Mythology, Phi-
losophy, Politics, Psychology, and Sociology.

HACU-0311-1: The Round Table: Research in Dance

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 [Classroom TBA] SEM Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 

10:20 a.m.
Faculty: D. Lowell
Seats: 8
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Prerequisites: One (preferably two) courses in dance history. 

Students are expected to spend 6-8 hours on work and preparation 
outside of class time.

Research in Dance: In this seminar students will 
pursue advanced independent dance research and 
writing projects supported by a community of fellow 
student scholars. In class we will first consider contexts 
for this work by surveying in broad strokes the terrain 
of dance scholarship to register past and current inter-
ests, questions and debates. We’ll note prominent and 
missing voices, and key professional organizations and 
journals. We’ll also briefly review the history of dance’s 

climb into higher education, and imagine the future of 
dance studies. We’ll look for new sites for and modes 
of discourse within the field, including those in which 
students might aim to publish in the future. Out of 
class students will develop and revise projects that 
should serve a diverse range of Division III or II or se-
nior project research goals. Students might begin with 
a project in mind or not. Class will meet 8:30-10:30 each 
Wednesday and alternate Fridays.

HACU-0312-1: Division III Concentrators in Visual Art

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Arts Barn STUDIO 2 CRS Thursday 12:30 p.m. 3:20 

p.m.
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Faculty: A. Dezso
Seats: 15
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Field Trip Fee: $50 Students are expected to spend 6-8 hours per 

week on work and preparation outside of class time.

A critique and discussion-based seminar for Divi-
sion III Visual Art concentrators, this class will focus 
on the process and progress of art making. Students 
will be encouraged to think about their work in the 
larger context of their disciplines, society, place and 
history. Students will articulate their ars poetica oral-
ly through presentations and in writing artists state-
ments, bios, art resumes and work documentation. The 

practical side of building a sustainable art career will 
be discussed from finding inspiration and flow to the 
business of running an art studio, finding information, 
applying for grants, artist residences, securing resourc-
es, submitting work for competitions, and building a 
professional network. Readings will be assigned and a 
number of guest lecturers will be invited to the class.

HACU-0313-1: Photo III: Advanced Photography

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 JLC-131 CRS Wednesday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.; JLC-131 SCR 

Wednesday 5 p.m. 7 p.m.
Faculty: C. Nolasco
Seats: 16
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Quantitative 

Skills; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Lab Fee: $65 Prerequisites: Photo I and/or Photo II

Advanced Photography: The focus of this course 
is the development of a semester-long photograph-
ic project. In this class students will acquire the skills 
needed to create and sustain long-term bodies of work. 
Students will learn to plan, research and edit, write 
artist statements, and through rigorous critiques, re-

fine their ideas with the aim of effectively conveying 
complex narratives through images. Artist visits and 
presentations will further acquaint students with con-
temporary photographic practice and the possibilities 
of long-form photographic work.

HACU-0321-1: HACU Research Seminar: The Archive

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 SEM Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: J. Wallen
Seats: 16
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: Prerequisites: Limited to Div III, final semester Div II, or Five 

College senior theses students in the Humanities. In this course, 
students are expected to spend approximately 6 hours weekly on 
work and preparation outside of class time.

The Archive: This course is an upper level theory 
and research seminar geared towards students in the 
Division III/senior thesis process, or in the final semes-
ter of Division II. This course has two primary purposes: 
1) to provide a supportive and stimulating intellectual 
community in which students will produce and refine 
their independent project, write a working outline, and 
understand the state of the research on their project. 
2) to explore the turn to the archive in the humanities 
and the arts. We will examine the prominence of the 

archive in contemporary theory, in fiction, in a wide va-
riety of scholarship, and in the arts. This class will be 
organized in part around students’ projects (in any area 
of humanistic inquiry as well as hybrid projects that 
combine written inquiry with visual arts, performance, 
music, or creative writing), and in part around an inves-
tigation of the archive in contemporary thought and 
culture. Your Div III projects or potential ideas for proj-
ects (for students in Div II) need not have anything to 
do with the archive as a topic of your project, although 
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research in the arts and humanities--including the cre-
ative and investigative potential of archival research-
-could play a prominent role. “The archive” will be an 

organizing structure for common exploration and 
thinking about the humanities and arts.

School for Interdisciplinary Arts
IA-0103-1: Introduction to Writing

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to Div I Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Greenwich House WRC SEM Wednesday, Friday 1 

p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: E. Siegel; W. Ryan
Seats: 7
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 

six to eight hours a week of preparation and work outside of class 
time.

This course will explore the work of scholars, es-
sayists, and creative writers in order to use their prose 
as models for our own. We’ll analyze scholarly explica-
tion and argument, and we’ll appreciate the artistry in 
our finest personal essays and short fiction. Students 
will complete a series of critical essays in the human-

ities and natural sciences and follow with a personal 
essay and a piece of short fiction. Students will have an 
opportunity to submit their work for peer review and 
discussion; students will also meet individually with 
the instructors. Frequent, enthusiastic revision is an 
expectation. Limited to Division One Students.

IA-119T-1: Sculpture Tutorial

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Arts Barn SCULPT CRS Monday, Wednesday 9:30 

a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: G. Kline
Seats: 12
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: A lab fee of $70 will cover most materials. In this course, students 

are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week of 
preparation and work outside of class time. This time includes 
reading, writing, and research.

Sculpture Tutorial provides students with a con-
ceptual framework for the exploration of three-dimen-
sional form. Fundamental sculptural principles are 
linked to the development of skills and ideas within a 
range of materials such as cardboard, clay, wood, plas-
ter, steel, and lightweight concrete. Subject matter will 

include the figure, abstraction, environmental sculp-
ture, and installation art. Readings, research projects, 
slide lectures, visiting artists and group critiques will 
provide a theoretical framework for the development 
of independent work.

IA-0119-1: Directing and Social Justice

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-ELH CRS Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: M. Teo
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Seats: 7
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Writing and Research; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

This class will explore issues of social justice 
through theatre and examine the intersection of art 
and activism. We will explore how to direct theatrical 
experiences that open up complex discussions on race, 
class, gender, sexual orientation, among other markers 

of identity and social location. Through multiple and 
varied dramatic structures, including but not exclu-
sively narrative and traditional plays, we will create 
ways of engaging an audience into larger conversa-
tions that affect our world.

IA-0122-1: Intro to Social Entrepreneurship

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-107 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: D. Ross
Seats: 8
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research, presentation preparation. 
Field trip anticipated, no cost.

Through this course the students will develop their 
own community and world-changing ideas into ven-
ture plans, using practical frameworks and principles. 
Students will learn about social entrepreneurism as a 
vehicle for change, and the different forms and struc-
tures social entrepreneurism can take. Accomplished 
social entrepreneurs from around the world will share 
their experiences and perspectives with the class with 
in-person visits and video sessions, help the students 

think through their ideas. Students will develop the 
rigorous critical thinking and partnership skills to de-
velop and test any idea, secure resources, and bring the 
idea to reality, applicable across sectors. Students will 
work individually and in teams. Class includes case 
studies and guest speakers. The course will culminate 
in a session where students will pitch their ideas to real 
social impact investors for feedback and support.

IA-166T-1: Introduction to Art Education

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: J. Silver
Seats: 12
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

In this tutorial, students will develop a general un-
derstanding of art education and its relationship to 
contemporary society. Through investigation of cul-
tural, sociological and philosophical influences we will 
explore the teaching of visual arts in public and private 

schools, museums, community-based educational pro-
grams, and other alternative educational sites. We will 
discuss current social justice issues and concerns and 
ways to integrate these concerns into art teaching sit-
uations. In this class we will incorporate observation 
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and hands-on experimentation with visual art teach- ing tools and methods.

IA-194T-1: From Dramatic Play to Creative Drama

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-5 CRS Monday, Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: N. Sowell
Seats: 12
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research. Field trips anticipated 
(no cost).

Creative drama is an integrative process that devel-
ops imaginative thought, critical thinking and creative 
expression in children. Beginning with the natural 
tendencies of children to engage in dramatic play as 
a springboard, students in this course will investigate 
theories and practices of play. We will then explore 
the dynamic experiential learning and teaching meth-
odology that is creative drama. Creative drama will 
be critically examined as an art form; as a process for 
enhancing and developing language and communica-

tion skills, social awareness, problem-solving abilities, 
self-concept, and an understanding of theatre; and as 
a tool for teaching abstract concepts and core curric-
ular subjects such as math and science. We will work 
together to build a vocabulary of creative drama activi-
ties, techniques, and strategies spanning a wide variety 
of forms including movement, puppetry, improvisa-
tion, story dramatization and process drama. Practice 
will occur via a significant community engaged learn-
ing project.

IA-198T-1: War Narratives: Voices from the Colonial Project

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 [Classroom TBA] CRS Wednesday, Friday 10:30 a.m. 

11:50 a.m.
Faculty: U. Khan
Seats: 12
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Voices from the Colonial Project: This tutorial will 
look at the many dimensions of war, and the effects of 
individual and regional discord brought about by Euro-
pean and American colonialism. Among the questions 
we will ask are: How do writers and artists depict the 
violence of the colonial project on the body? In what 
ways is the project a form of institutional racism? 
Whose voices are present, whose are absent, and whose 
bodies do we name, or even count? Our focus will be on 
literary representations of war in the US and abroad, 
though we will also consider visual representations. 

Students will be evaluated on attendance from the first 
day of class. Other requirements include: class partic-
ipation, short response papers, longer essays, and, of 
course, keeping up with the reading. Authors we read 
might include Eduardo Galeano, Leslie Marmon Silko, 
Arundhati Roy, Edward Said, Claudia Rankine, Betool 
Khedairi, Yasmina Khadra, Joe Sacco, Ta-Nehisi Coates, 
Mohamedou Ould Slahi, among others. Note: This class 
requires students to examine real conflicts, including 
those that are ongoing. No fantasy fiction, neither in 
reading nor writing.

IA-0199-1: High Spirits: Reading and Writing About Spirituality

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
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Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Greenwich House WRC CRS Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 
p.m. 1:50 p.m.

Faculty: D. Gorlin
Seats: 6
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 

six to eight hours a week of preparation and work outside of class 
time.

Reading and Writing About Spirituality: The age-
old search for the Divine, the Sacred, the Great Spirit, 
the Source, the Goddess, the Ancestors, among other 
names, has been the subject of countless literary texts, 
whether it is the Buddhist-inspired poetry of the Beats, 
the gothic Catholicism of Flannery O’Connor’s short 
stories, the visions of Black Elk, the confessions of Au-
gustine. In this analytical and creative writing course 

we’ll examine varieties of spiritual experience as they 
are represented in both past and present literature, in-
cluding poetry, fiction, memoir, and biography. You’ll be 
asked to do all sorts of writing pertinent to the topic: 
close readings and literary analyses of texts, personal 
essays and memoirs based on your own spiritual en-
counters, and out- in-the-field non-fiction pieces.

IA-0212-1: Entrepreneurial Approaches to Food Systems Change

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-104 SEM Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: D. Ross
Seats: 22
Distribution: Power, Community and Social Justice
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. 
This time includes reading, writing, research, interviews, and 
presentation preparation. Field trip anticipated, no cost.

Food is about subsistence but is also so much more 
- the food system impacts our health, environment, 
economics, and cultural expression. In this class stu-
dents will learn about the good, bad, and ugly of the 
current food system, and develop ideas to make a pos-
itive difference, on campus and beyond. Students will 
practice social entrepreneurship principles and skills 
by developing systems change ideas all the way to pre-
senting their enterprise ideas. In particular, students 
will explore the food systems of Hampshire College, 

and nearby Holyoke, MA, to learn about the assets and 
challenges of these communities, to better generate 
real entrepreneurial ideas. No prior entrepreneurship 
or agriculture experience is necessary, but there will be 
some spreadsheets and basic math. Class includes case 
studies, accomplished social entrepreneur speakers 
visiting and skyping in from around the world, some 
tasty snacks (for educational purposes only), and at 
least one field trip.

IA-0214-1: Applied Theatre: Rehearsing for Reality

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-104 SEM Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: N. Sowell
Seats: 13
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.
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Rehearsing for Reality: Applied theatre can be 
defined most simply as the utilization of the tools of 
theatre for a broad set of purposes such as education, 
community building, healing, conflict resolution, and 
advocacy. Applied theatre practices and creative pro-
cesses are dialogic and are most often responsive to 
marginalized peoples, their stories, and local settings 
and priorities. This community-based participatory 
work primarily takes place in non-traditional settings 

focused on personal and social change. In this course, 
we will explore a variety of applied theatre practices in-
cluding theatre of the oppressed, theatre in education, 
theatre for development, prison theatre, and other 
modes using theatre and drama to grapple with com-
plex social issues. Our exploratory process will include 
as much practical application as research with several 
collaborative artistic interventions via community en-
gaged learning woven throughout the semester.

IA-0221-1: Experimentation with Digital Tablets

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Arts Barn STUDIO 3 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 1 p.m. 

3:20 p.m.
Faculty: T. Haxo
Seats: 13
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six hours 

a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This time 
includes reading, writing, research.

The use of the tablet for creative visual investi-
gation is rapidly becoming a studio tool. This experi-
mental course will focus on the exploratory use of the 
digital tablet as a means of art making. Students will 
be encouraged to be inventive and self-directed as they 

work collaboratively and individually on projects that 
will reveal their own potential vocabulary using a dig-
ital tablet. Students are expected to provide their own 
digital tablet of their choosing for drawing.

IA-0222-1: Inviting the Space to the Story

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-5 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: 
Seats: 15
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. 
This time includes reading, writing, research, rehearsals and 
attendance at performances. Field trips are anticipated. Costs will 
be approximately $20/student.

This course will explore interactive and immer-
sive theatre in non-traditional and site-specific spaces. 
What does it mean to stage a play outside of a pre-des-
ignated performance space? How does it affect the 
story? How can it challenge the relationship between 
the performers and audience? What about design ele-
ments? Students in this class will explore a variety of 

non-traditional spaces, examine case studies, read the-
ory about performance space and go on a field trip to 
an immersive performance. Then, through a series of 
projects in small groups, students will experiment with 
how scripted and devised performances can change in 
relation to the space they are put in and the way that 
audiences are invited into the story.

IA-0235-1: Devising Music Theatre

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
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Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-104 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Teo
Seats: 13
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple 

Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research, and rehearsal.

This theatre course identifies the potential sources 
of artistic impulse and provides tools to develop artis-
tic practice through making theatre with music as the 
primary element. From discovering the multiplicity of 
sources of inspiration, students will develop their own 
creative process from scratch to a final performance. 
Through unlocking the various ways music can be the-

atrical, we attempt song writing, composition of sonic 
landscape, utilizing found music to create theatre, and 
other possibilities. The course challenges the creator 
to continually return to the articulation of the investi-
gation in various ways, learn strategies to dealing with 
roadblocks, and encourages innovation and experi-
mentation with rigor and social conscience.

IA-0236-1: The Practice of Literary Journalism

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-108 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: M. Lesy
Seats: 16
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least eight to 

twelve hours a week of preparation and work outside of class 
time. This time includes reading, writing, fieldwork, and research.

Literary Journalism encompasses a variety of 
genres, including portrait/biography, memoir, and in-
vestigation of the social landscape. Literary journalism 
uses such devices as plot, character, and spoken lan-
guage to tell true stories about a variety of real worlds. 
By combining evocation with analysis, immersion 
with investigation, literary journalism tries to repro-
duce the complex surfaces and depths of people, plac-
es, and events. Books to be read will include: Fuller’s 
DON’T LET’S GO TO THE DOGS TONOGHT, Filkins’ 
THE FOREVER WAR, Sack’s AWAKENINGS,and Wilk-

erson’s THE WARMTH OF OTHER SUNS. Students 
will be asked to produce weekly, non-fiction narratives 
based on encounters with local scenes, situations and 
people. Mid-term and Final writing projects will based 
on the fieldwork and the short, non-fiction narratives 
that students will have produced, week after week. 
Fieldwork will demand initiative, patience, curiosity, 
empathy, and guts. The writing itself will have to be 
excellent. Core requirements are: (1) Meeting week-
ly deadlines and (2) Being scrupulously well-read and 
well-prepared for class.

IA-0243-1: Opening the Instrument: An Introduction to Acting

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-104 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 1 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: D. Branner
Seats: 13
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

An Introduction to Acting: This introductory course examines and applies principles of acting to 
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contemporary monologues and scenes. Techniques 
include invoking imagination, relaxation and focus, 
sense memory, physical awareness, vocal expression, 
improvisation and critical analysis. As well as practical 
applications of the principles, they will be examined in 
at least four substantial written assignments. Due to 
the highly collaborative and experiential nature of this 

studio course, attendance and punctuality are essen-
tial: two absences, but no late arrivals will be permitted. 
This course satisfies ADM of Division I distribution re-
quirements. Required text: An Actor Prepares by Kon-
stantin Stanislavski. Recommended: A Natural History 
of the Senses by Diane Ackerman.

IA-0250-1: Innovation Strategies for Entrepreneurial Impact

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 2 p.m. 3:20 p.m.
Faculty: H. Golann
Seats: 22
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend on average at least 

six to eight hours a week of preparation and work outside of class 
time. This time includes reading, writing, research and preparing 
to present in class.

Most people think entrepreneurship means 
launching a new business from scratch. But there are 
effective alternatives to that approach for introduc-
ing innovations in both for-profit and not-for-profit 
ventures. Just two examples include strategic part-
nerships and licensing of innovations to established 
organizations. This course explores different strategies 
for introducing innovations through for-profit and 
not-for-profit ventures based on developing effective, 
real world business models. The course begins with 

approaches for assessing the value of new innovations 
from the perspectives of customers, competitive forces 
and the overall market environment. It covers topics 
including business models for sustained success, pro-
tecting intellectual property and developing effective 
strategies for launching and growing new ventures. 
The major project is to carefully analyze the real-world 
market potential and develop a sustainable business 
model for an innovative product or service idea plus to 
develop effective strategies for launching the venture.

IA-0258-1: Who’s Telling this Story: Point of View For Fiction Writers

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-4 SEM Wednesday 6 p.m. 8:50 p.m.
Faculty: N. Arnold
Seats: 16
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Students are encouraged to have already FILED Division II. Ideally, 

students will be in their third semester of Division II, which, for 
non-transfers, would be their fifth semester at Hampshire. In this 
course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a 
week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Point of View For Fiction Writers: Understanding 
the limits and possibilities of point of view is an essen-
tial step in becoming a writer. This reading and work-
shop course will introduce members to various kinds 
of literary point of view. Through focused writing ex-
ercises, intensive reading of contemporary U.S. and 
international fiction told in different modes, members 
will acquire a language for analyzing point of view in 
fiction, as well as practical experience in using varied 
points of view themselves. Most importantly, mem-
bers will refine their ability to read as writers, mining 

published work for technical insights and guidance. 
Students will produce 2 pieces of fiction for the work-
shop and will also write a critical essay about point of 
view. Instructor Permission only: NO PERMISSIONS 
GRANTED UNTIL FIRST WEEK. NO WRITING SAM-
PLES. ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS MUST ATTEND 
THE FIRST CLASS.
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IA-0262-1: Creative Reuse: Tinkering Meets Repurposing

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 LCD-113 CRS Wednesday, Friday 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: C. Twitchell
Seats: 13
Distribution: Arts, Design, and Media
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Lab Fee: $60 Students in this course are expected to spend at least 

six hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. 
This time includes such things as project research, design and 
fabrication work, project management and documentation and 
other activities as needed.

Tinkering Meets Repurposing: Recycling, reman-
ufacturing, refurbishing, repurposing and up-cycling 
are all ways to add value, reduce waste and lower the 
environmental impact of used objects. Through the 
notion of tinkering, we will explore how discarded ob-
jects can be creatively reused for utilitarian and artis-
tic purposes. Through this process participants in the 
course will enhance their technological creativity and 

designing capacity. Using projects and experiential 
means (e.g. tinkering) students in this course will gain 
a deeper understanding of their creative process, im-
prove their understanding of mechanical objects, ex-
plore the relationship between discarded and reused, 
acquire basic fabrication and design skills and do some 
intuitive engineering.

IA-0269-1: Intermediate Sculpture

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Arts Barn SCULPT SEM Tuesday, Thursday 9:30 a.m. 

11:50 a.m.
Faculty: T. Haxo
Seats: 16
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: Lab Fee: $90 In this course, students are expected to spend at least 

six to eight hours a week of preparation and work outside of class 
time. This time includes reading, writing, research.

In Intermediate Sculpture students will further 
develop concepts and processes that are applicable to 
work in sculpture and other three dimensional media. 
Fundamental principles that link materials and meth-
ods with meaning will be explored through projects in 
a wide range of materials including clay, wood, plaster, 
and steel. The human body, abstraction, installation, 

public art, and the relationship between sculpture 
and architecture are all possible areas of investigation. 
Group critiques will be used to elucidate the develop-
ment of independent work in relation to historical and 
contemporary issues in sculpture. Prerequisite: One in-
troductory art course.

IA-0274-1: Real Characters, Imagined Events

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-5 SEM Wednesday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: D. Branner
Seats: 16
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Multiple 

Cultural Perspectives
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Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 
hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

The primary focus of this intermediate playwrit-
ing course is drawing inspiration from historical fig-
ures for the construction of original one-act plays. In 
addition to developing and deepening our craft as play-
wrights - clarifying dramatic action, and creating more 
dynamic characters - we will deconstruct the work of 
several contemporary theatre makers including Lin 
Manuel Miranda, Katori Hall, Moises Kaufman, Charise 
Castro Smith and Doug Wright, all of whom are writ-
ing, staging and performing original dramas that are 

at once comedic, musical and absurd. A large part of 
our process will involve integrating critical theory and 
creative practice, and developing a vocabulary for the 
analysis of contemporary drama. Students working on 
plays already in process, as well as those starting new 
dramas, are invited to enroll in this workshop class. 
No prerequisites are required, but as the curriculum is 
driven by independent work and moves fairly quickly, 
some playwriting experience is useful.

IA-0276-1: Photography, Facts, and Fictions, 1890-1910

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-101 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: M. Lesy
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least eight to 

twelve hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. 
This time includes reading, writing, on-line archival research.

This is a research course for intellectuals who are 
artists and artists who are intellectuals. The course has 
two goals: (First) To investigate life in the U.S., 1890-1910, 
an era whose inequities and injustices, inventions and 
ambitions, panics and disasters eerily resemble our 
own. Students will sift through collections of archival 
photographs and an array of primary and secondary 
written documents to carry out their investigations. 
Photographs will come from on-line, archival collec-
tions; newspapers and novels published during the era 
will serve as primary written sources. (Second) To teach 

students how to discover and then use visual and writ-
ten documents to build image/text narratives that, like 
documentary films, tell true stories about a tumultu-
ous era that gave birth to what now passes for modern 
life. To achieve both goals will require intensive prima-
ry and secondary source research as well as immersion 
in large collections of archival photographs. Students 
who can understand visual documents as if they were 
written and written documents as if they were visual 
will find this course most rewarding.

IA-0292-1: Primacy of Character in Historical Fiction

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-2 CRS Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5:20 p.m.
Faculty: U. Khan
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Writing and Research; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent 

Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Through reading novels and short stories in a 
range of styles and from a range of places, we will look 
at how fictional characters shape and are shaped by 

history. What are the tools writers use to create their 
characters, and how do we talk about character in his-
torical fiction? Are we looking for a portrayal that in 
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some way complements our understanding of a time 
and place, one that challenges it, or both? The focus 
will be on critical reading and writing, as well as on 
creating your own original works of fiction, for which 
you will need to do research, all while keeping in mind 
that you are not writing a text book but a narrative. 

Fact checking the background of your character(s) by 
doing some basic homework while at the same time re-
maining true to your imagining of the story is one of 
the many challenges this course will embrace. NOTE: 
Students must attend the first day of class in order to 
be considered for enrollment.

IA-0302-1: Difficult Women: A Feminist Reading and Writing Experiment

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-5 SEM Friday 1 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: N. Arnold
Seats: 16
Skills: Independent Work
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

A Feminist Reading and Writing Experiment: This 
seminar course will take as its starting point the idea 
that women’s lives are complex, valuable, and interest-
ing, and that creative writers can benefit from closely 
and courageously imagining, exploring, and textualiz-
ing them. Our readings will focus on women writers 
whose work is considered ‘difficult’ - strange, compli-
cated and provocative; and we will use these writings 
as a springboard for our own weekly written work. 

Formal Assignments include 2 class presentations and 
3 revised creative writing pieces. Among the authors to 
be considered are: Audre Lorde, Helene Cixous, Janet 
Frame, Angela Carter, Shirley Jackson, May Sarton, bell 
hooks, and Ali Smith. Instructor Permission only: NO 
PERMISSIONS GRANTED UNTIL FIRST WEEK. NO 
WRITING SAMPLES. ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS 
MUST ATTEND THE FIRST CLASS.

IA-0332-1: Division III Theatre Seminar

Note(s): Instructor Permission Required; Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 EDH-104 CRS Monday 2 p.m. 5 p.m.
Faculty: 
Seats: 16
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

This seminar is designed for first or second semes-
ter Division III students whose project involves some 
aspect of theatre. Seminar participants will be expect-
ed to read some key performance texts and discuss 
them in relation to their own work, as well as helping 
to select readings relevant to their area of focus. We 
will also attend performances and participate in work-
shops led by theatre practitioners. Considerable time 

throughout the semester will be devoted to students’ 
presentation of works in progress, peer editing, and 
sharing strategies for completing large independent 
projects. Assignments will include brief reaction pa-
pers, as well as the creation of an annotated bibliogra-
phy and an artist statement that could be incorporated 
into the Division III project. This seminar can be used 
as an advanced learning activity.

IACC-0186-1: Bicycle Frame Design & Fabrication

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 LCD-113 CRS Friday 9:30 a.m. 12 p.m.
Faculty: G. Armitage
Seats: 6
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Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to ten 
hours a week on course work outside of class time. Lab Fee: $100 
(may be waived based on individual circumstances)

This co-curricular course will engage students 
in the process of designing and fabricating a custom 
fit road style frame. Students will learn the fabrica-
tion methods for building welded steel frames; be ex-
posed to the anatomical and performance factors that 
frame-builders must consider; and use a frame design 

CAD program to create working drawings. In order to 
successfully complete a frame, students should expect 
to spend a significant amount of time in the shop out-
side of class. This course can be used to fulfill CEL-1 Di-
vision I requirement.

School of Natural Science 
NS-109T-1: Diet and Health

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 9 

a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: E. Conlisk
Seats: 13
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course explores the complex and often con-
troversial role of food in health promotion and disease 
prevention, and serves as an introduction to the fields 
of nutrition and epidemiology. The primary goal of 
the course is to learn to think critically about dietary 
research and to be more discerning about scientific 
research in general. Readings will be drawn from the 
primary and secondary scientific literature as well as 
food-related journalism and blogs. Specific topics will 
include high fructose corn syrup, the Mediterranean 

diet, food fortification, organic vs. conventionally 
grown food, and genetically modified food. We will also 
explore major topics related to undernutrition, such as 
the role of nutritional status in infectious disease and 
the effectiveness of nutrition intervention programs. 
Students will have the opportunity to explore their 
own food-related questions in a final independent 
project, and to gain agricultural experience by assist-
ing with the weekly vegetable harvest on Hampshire’s 
organic farm.

NS-0121-1: Human Biology

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 333 CRS Monday, Wednesday 9 

a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: C. Jarvis
Seats: 7
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Students in this course will learn about the bio-
logical function of selected human organs and sys-
tems through the study of actual medical cases. Not 

all human systems will be covered, but students will 
gain a good understanding of how diseases affect the 
body and how they are diagnosed. Working in small 
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teams, students will develop diagnoses for medical 
cases through reviewing descriptions of patient histo-
ries, physical exams, and laboratory findings. A human 
biology text, medical texts on reserve, and Internet 
resources will help students track down information 
they need to solve these medical mysteries. Students 

will also learn to find and read scientific research arti-
cles on topics of their choosing and will learn to write 
analytical reviews of these articles. These reviews will 
form the basis of final papers in which students choose 
particular diseases or treatments to investigate in de-
tail and present their findings to the class.

NS-123T-1: Race and Human Variation

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 302 CRS Monday, Wednesday 

10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: A. Goodman
Seats: 13
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course focuses on the science of human genet-
ic and biological variation. How does variation come 
about in evolution? Which variations have adaptive 
and functional significance and which are “just dif-
ferences?” What is the evolutionary explanation, dis-
tribution, and significance of human variation in, for 
example, sickle cell anemia, skin color or sports per-
formance? How are individuals grouped, how are dif-

ferences studied, and to what purpose? This semester 
we will focus on the idea of race as a genetic construct 
versus lived social reality and, in particular, how race is 
used in biomedical research. How did the idea of “natu-
ral” races arise, and how and why, despite key scientific 
flaws, does it persist? Finally, we will examine health 
inequalities by race and the potential mechanisms by 
which racism may lead to poor health.

NS-0132-1: Integrated Sciences: Sustainable Water Use/Reuse

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 110 SEM MWF 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.; 

Cole Science Center 333 LAB Friday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: C. Cianfrani
Seats: 5
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Sustainable Water Use/Reuse: This course is part 
of an integrated science learning experience combin-
ing water resources, mathematical modeling and en-
ergy using the new Hampshire College Kern Center, 
built to the Living Building Challenge Standard, as a 
case study. Students will meet twice a week to explore 
the science behind the systems of the living building in 
their specific discipline. Once a week all three classes 
(NS132, NS140 and NS143) will meet together to com-
plete interdisciplinary projects, share expertise, and 
form a collaborative science learning community. Stu-
dents will read and share primary literature and work 
collaboratively on projects. We will learn about the 
campus living building from the architects and design 

engineers, take field tours, and meet faculty across 
campus engaged with the project. Students who com-
plete this course may choose to continue their work us-
ing the living building in NS280, Collaborative Project 
Design, during the spring semester. Students enrolled 
in NS132 Sustainable Water Use/Reuse will focus on 
the “Net Zero” water systems within the Kern Center 
Living Building. We will explore the cycling of greywa-
ter through the wetland systems within the building 
using a systems approach. We will learn methods for 
measuring water quality and quantity. Basic topics will 
include the hydrologic cycle, biogeochemical cycles, 
greywater recycling, and stormwater reuse.
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NS-0140-1: Integrated Sciences: Modeling Systems

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 3-OPEN CRS MWF 9 a.m. 10:20 

a.m.; Cole Science Center 333 LAB Friday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: S. Hews
Seats: 5
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Modeling Systems: This course is part of an inte-
grated science learning experience combining water re-
sources, mathematical modeling and energy using the 
new Hampshire College Kern Center, built to the Living 
Building Challenge Standard, as a case study. Students 
will meet twice a week to explore the science behind 
the systems of the living building in their specific dis-
cipline. Once a week all three classes (NS132, NS140 and 
NS143) will meet together to complete interdisciplin-
ary projects, share expertise, and form a collaborative 
science learning community. Students will read and 
share primary literature and work collaboratively on 
projects. We will learn about the campus living build-

ing from the architects and design engineers, take field 
tours, and meet faculty across campus engaged with 
the project. Students who complete this course may 
choose to continue their work using the living build-
ing in NS280, Collaborative Project Design, during the 
spring semester. Students enrolled in NS140, Modeling 
Systems, will focus on using mathematical models to 
understand the water and energy systems in the living 
building. We will learn what mathematical models are 
and when, why, and how to analyze them. We will then 
build simple models of systems in the Kern Center in-
cluding the cycling of nutrients in the indoor planters 
and the energy production by the solar panels.

NS-0143-1: Integrated Sciences: Designing a Net Zero Building

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 CRS MWF 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.; 

Cole Science Center 333 LAB Friday 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: S. Roof
Seats: 5
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Designing a Net Zero Building: This course is part 
of an integrated science learning experience combining 
water resources, mathematical modeling and energy 
using the new Hampshire College Kern Center, built 
to the Living Building Challenge Standard, as a case 
study. Students will meet twice a week to explore the 
science behind the systems of the living building in 
their specific discipline. Once a week all three classes 
(NS132, NS140 and NS143) will meet together to com-
plete interdisciplinary projects, share expertise, and 
form a collaborative science learning community. Stu-
dents will read and share primary literature and work 
collaboratively on projects. We will learn about the 
campus living building from the architects and design 
engineers, take field tours, and meet faculty across 
campus engaged with the project. Students who com-
plete this course may choose to continue their work us-

ing the living building in NS280, Collaborative Project 
Design, during the spring semester. Students enrolled 
in NS143, Designing a Net Zero Energy Building, will as-
sess how the Kern Center is meeting the Living Build-
ing Challenge “net zero” energy requirement, which 
requires the building to generate all the electricity it 
uses. Students will learn about electrical power and 
energy, solar photovoltaic systems, energy efficiency 
features of modern buildings, and behavioral strategies 
for conserving energy. Student work in this class will 
help ensure the Kern Center achieves Living Building 
Certification.
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NS-0150-1: Agriculture, Ecology, Society

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 CRS Monday, Wednesday 1 

p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: B. Schultz
Seats: 8
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course looks at agriculture as a set of ecologi-
cal systems and issues. It refers to ecology in both the 
sense of interactions between organisms (e.g., crops, 
pests, and predators) and their environment, and in the 
larger-scale sense of environmental impacts and relat-
ed social and political issues. A broad range of topics 
will be covered, including pesticides and alternatives, 
soil fertility and erosion, the role of animals, genetical-
ly modified crops, biofuels, global vs. local trade and 

more. The course work will consist of readings, discus-
sion, written assignments(with revisions as needed), 
work at the Hampshire farm, group and independent 
projects, guest lectures and films, and field trips. Given 
the fieldwork, students should always be prepared to 
walk and be outside (e.g., sun screen, rain gear, sensible 
shoes). Some fieldwork may include other times and 
days to be arranged in class.

NS-155T-1: Molecular Metaphor

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 333 CRS Monday, Wednesday 

10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: M. Dobro
Seats: 13
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course will dwell in the fertile, mushy places 
where the boundaries between science and philosophy 
break down and give way for one another. Metaphors 
are often used to explain scientific phenomena, from 
describing illness in the body as Star Wars to using 
plant root structures as a model for human conscious-
ness. We will explore these moments of intersection 
and the implications they suggest for both discipline 

and hybridity. In this course you will get to participate 
in lively discussions about the mind-blowing capabili-
ties of organisms and cells, cyborgs for earthly surviv-
al, molecular sex design, endocrinology as avant-garde 
art, pharmaceutical pornography, what’s wrong with 
saying that something is ‘like cancer,’ and much, much 
more!

NS-0181-1: Sustainable Technology

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 3-OPEN SEM Tuesday, Thursday 

10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: F. Wirth
Seats: 8
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills
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Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 
to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

The structures and systems of the Hampshire cam-
pus have both obvious and subtle effects on our lives 
as individuals and as a community. In addition, their 
design, construction, functioning, maintenance and 
eventual disposal have long-term effects on the envi-
ronment and the local and global ecology. We will use 
these systems to examine a number of ways in which 
technological decisions can be evaluated in a larger 

context, and, in so doing, develop tools for evaluating 
proposals for “greening” our campus. Students will 
work problem sets, write two papers, read and pres-
ent original literature to the class, and develop original 
projects in fields of interest. Evaluations will be based 
on class participation, problem sets and papers, class 
presentations and a report on the final project.

NS-189T-1: Hormones, Brain and Behavior

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 3-OPEN CRS Tuesday, Thursday 

9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.
Faculty: C. Gill
Seats: 13
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Explore the function of the endocrine system and 
its role in behavior, specifically as examined in animal 
model systems. The social, nutritional and sensory en-
vironment of an organism can dramatically affect the 
expression of specific hormones. Those hormones, in 
turn, can determine the development, degree of plas-
ticity and output of the nervous system. Thus, the be-
havior of an organism is set in a background of endo-
crine influences. This course examines the endocrine 
system and how it interacts with the nervous system 

to influence behavior in a range of organisms. We’ll 
start with the foundations of nervous and endocrine 
system physiology and anatomy with consideration of 
common methods and techniques in neuroendocrine 
and behavioral research. Then we will focus on some 
specific behaviors such as parental behavior, repro-
ductive behavior, feeding, affiliation, and aggression. 
Students will analyze the primary scientific literature, 
write short papers, and develop a major independent 
paper that they present to the class.

NS-195T-1: Pollution and Our Environment

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution; Limited to First Year Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 101 CRS Wednesday, Friday 10:30 

a.m. 11:50 a.m.; Cole Science Center 2-CHEM LAB Friday 1 p.m. 3:30 
p.m.

Faculty: D. Amarasiriwardena
Seats: 13
Distribution: Physical and Biological Sciences
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural Perspectives; Independent 

Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course will explore environmental pollution 
problems covering four major areas: the atmosphere, 
the hydrosphere, the biosphere, and energy issues. 
Several topics, including acid rain; automobile emis-
sions; ozone layer depletion; climate change; mercury, 
lead and cadmium poisoning; pesticides; solid waste 

disposal; and problems of noise and thermal pollution 
will be addressed. We will emphasize some of the envi-
ronmental issues affecting our immediate community, 
as well as those in developing nations. We will also do 
several project-based labs, gain understanding of sci-
entific methodology, and learn how to write scientific 
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research reports. Class participation, satisfactory work 
on the required class projects, problem sets, literature 

critiques, and laboratory/field reports are required for 
evaluation.

NS-0202-1: Chemistry I

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 101 SEM MWF 9 a.m. 10:20 a.m.; 

Cole Science Center 2-CHEM LAB Monday 1 p.m. 4 p.m.
Faculty: D. Amarasiriwardena
Seats: 20
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

In this course we will learn the fundamental chem-
ical concepts of composition and stoichiometry, prop-
erties of matter, the gas laws, atomic structure, bond-
ing and molecular structure, chemical reactions, and 
energy changes in chemical reactions. Considerable 
time will be devoted to learning the use of the periodic 
table as a way of predicting the chemical properties of 
elements. We will also emphasize application of those 
chemical principles to environmental, biological, indus-
trial and day-to-day life situations. No previous back-
ground in chemistry is necessary but a working knowl-

edge of algebra is essential, both because students will 
be expected to develop skill in solving a variety of nu-
merical problems and because it is essential for under-
standing some of the subject matter. In the laboratory, 
basic skills, techniques of qualitative and quantitative 
analysis, and use of modern chemical instrumentation 
will be emphasized. We will also do two project-based 
labs, learn to understand the scientific methodolo-
gy, and learn how to write scientific research reports. 
Chemistry I is the first term of a two-term course in 
general chemistry.

NS-0204-1: Physics I

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 3-OPEN SEM Monday, 

Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.; Cole Science Center 3-PHYC LAB 
Wednesday 2:30 p.m. 5 p.m.

Faculty: F. Wirth
Seats: 25
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 

6 to 8 hours each week of preparation and work outside of class 
time.

The beginning of a three-semester sequence in 
Physics, this course will concentrate mainly on me-
chanics with applications to astronomy. Topics will 
include kinematics and dynamics in one and two di-
mensions, planetary motion, conservation of energy 
and momentum, rigid bodies and rotation, and relativ-
ity. The course is calculus based and makes heavy use 

of computer modeling to develop realistic examples. It 
is highly recommended that students take calculus in 
the same semester that they begin this course. Weekly 
laboratory/field work is required. The labs are grouped 
into three major projects. Evaluations will be based on 
class participation, problem sets, and laboratory proj-
ect reports. Co-requisite: Calculus I.

NS-0215-1: Biological Evolution in the Public Sphere

Note(s): Crosslisted with CS-0215-1
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-221 CRS Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: S. Hameed
Seats: 20
Distribution: Mind, Brain, and Information
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Skills: Writing and Research
Additional: In this course students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes reading, writing, research.

Biological evolution is often at the center of science 
and religion debates. While there is a broad consensus 
amongst biologists about the common descent of hu-
mans from prior species and the processes that drive 
biological evolution, public debate continues over the 
validity of evolution. According to the latest Gallop 
poll, 42% of Americans believe in a creationist view of 
human origins, and there are constant efforts by vari-
ous school boards across the country to include some 
form of creationism in biology classes. Despite all the 

surface evidence, why is biological evolution at the 
center of public debates today? In this course we will 
look at sociological, psychological, and cultural factors 
that shape the public reception of evolution in the US 
and abroad. We will also look at the reliability of poll-
ing surveys and will conclude the course by analyzing 
the role of media in public evolution debate, from the 
Scopes trial to the recent debate between Bill Nye and 
creationist, Ken Ham.

NS-0221-1: Animal Physiology

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 

12:30 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Faculty: C. Gill
Seats: 20
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course will cover physiology of organ systems 
within animal phyla with special emphasis on physio-
logical adaptations of organisms to their environment. 
Topics will include osmoregulation, temperature reg-
ulation and neural, cardiovascular, respiratory, renal, 
digestive and endocrine function. One focus will be on 

cellular and molecular mechanisms common across 
systems and phyla. We’ll also examine unique adapta-
tions to extreme environments. Knowledge of basic bi-
ology and chemistry is not required but is recommend-
ed. Students will engage in class problems, lectures, 
and reading of text and primary scientific literature.

NS-0230-1: Agroecology

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 101 CRS Monday, Wednesday 

2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.; Cole Science Center 110 LAB Monday 4 p.m. 5 
p.m.

Faculty: S. Sistla
Seats: 25
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Food production is fundamental to our global soci-
ety. This course will explore the history of agricultural 
development and recent challenges, including: rapid 
land use change, crop genetic modification, changes in 
precipitation and temperature regimes, the life cycle 
of fertilizers (production, application, export through 
ecosystems), and pollinator ecology. This course will be 
split between student-led discussion of primary litera-
ture and small group field/laboratory projects based at 

the Hampshire Farm Center.
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NS-0233-1: Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 CRS Monday, Wednesday 

2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: A. Goodman
Seats: 25
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Are we what we eat? We eat foods for social and 
cultural reasons, and we eat foods because they con-
tain nutrients that fuel our cells and allow us to func-
tion -- grow, think, and live. The quest for food is a ma-
jor evolutionary theme and continues to profoundly 
shape ecological, social, and human biological systems. 
In this course we will consider some of the many ways 
that food and nutrition are related to the human con-
dition, for example: (1) symbolic meanings of food, (2) 

the evolution of food systems to genetically modified 
foods, (3) the deadly synergy of malnutrition and infec-
tion, (4) the ecological and political-economic causes of 
undernutrition and obesity, and (5) “nutritional epide-
miology” and the role of diet and nutrition in the etiol-
ogy of diverse diseases. Throughout the course, we will 
focus on “doing nutritional anthropology,” including 
assessing the dietary and nutritional status of individ-
uals in our community.

NS-0241-1: Evolutionary Biology

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 

10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: C. Ross
Seats: 25
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

2009 was the 150th anniversary of the publication 
of Charles Darwin’s “The Origin of Species.” The con-
cept of biological evolution pre-dates Darwin. Howev-
er, when Darwin presented a provocative mechanism 
by which evolution works (i.e., natural selection), he 
catapulted an idea to the forefront of biology that has 
precipitated 150 years of research into the nature and 
origin of organic diversity. This course will serve as an 

introduction to the science of evolutionary biology. Ad-
ditionally, we will take a historical look at the develop-
ment of evolution as a concept and how it has led to 
the Modern Synthesis in biology and modern research 
in Evolutionary Biology. We will also investigate how 
Darwin’s “dangerous idea” has infiltrated different ar-
eas of biology and beyond. Prerequisite: some biology

NS-0247-1: Cell Biology

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 333 SEM MWF 2:30 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
Faculty: M. Dobro
Seats: 20
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 8 

to 10 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course will examine the structures and pro-
cesses that contribute to the inner-workings of our 

cells. Cells are mind-blowing, efficient little machines 
capable of extraordinary feats. Pairing seminar sec-
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tions, lab projects, and working groups, students will 
explore what we know about cells, push into figuring 
out what we don’t know, and begin to educate others. 

Together we will create an interactive textbook high-
lighting the amazing capabilities of cells.

NS-0249-1: Epi:Genetics

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 333 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 

10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: J. Castorino
Seats: 20
Skills: Writing and Research; Independent Work
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Genetics is traditionally the study of heredity - the 
passing of traits from parent to offspring. We have 
come to know that much of heredity is based on the 
information encoded in our genes. However, increasing 
evidence supports the notion that external factors can 
significantly influence this passing of traits. We will in-
vestigate many “traditional” areas of genetics, ranging 
from basic topics such as DNA structure and Mende-

lian inheritance to more advanced topics such as reg-
ulation of gene expression. As we progress through 
the semester, we will progress to extensive utilization 
of primary literature for the course content. In all, we 
will learn how the various aspects of heredity relate to 
the current understanding of human disease. Students 
will be evaluated on presentations, weekly problem 
sets, and a semester-long research paper.

NS-0260-1: Calculus in Context (Calculus I)

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 SEM MWF 10:30 a.m. 11:50 

a.m.
Faculty: S. Hews
Seats: 24
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Calculus provides the language and some powerful 
tools for the study of change. As such, it is an essential 
subject for those interested in growth and decay pro-
cesses, motion, and the determination of functional re-
lationships in general. Using student-selected models 
from primary literature, we will investigate dynamical 
systems from economics, ecology, epidemiology and 
physics. Computers are essential tools in the explora-
tion of such processes and will be integral to the course. 
No previous programming experience is required. Top-

ics will include: 1) dynamical systems; 2) basic concepts 
of calculus -- rate of change, differentiation, limits; 3) 
differential equations; 4) computer programming, sim-
ulation, and approximation; 5) exponential and circu-
lar functions. While the course is self-contained, stu-
dents are strongly urged to follow it up by taking NS 
261-Calculus II to further develop their facility with the 
concepts. In addition to regular substantial problem 
sets, each student will apply the concepts to recently 
published models of their choosing.

NS-0292-1: Stream Ecology

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 101 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 

a.m. 11:50 a.m.; Cole Science Center 110 LAB Tuesday 12 p.m. 3 p.m.
Faculty: C. Cianfrani
Seats: 11
Skills: Quantitative Skills; Independent Work
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Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 
to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Rivers and streams wind through the landscape 
moving water, sediment and other materials and pro-
vide habitat for a variety of organisms. In this class 
we will discuss the main processes that occur in rivers 
and the means for observing them. We will learn to 
interpret the morphology (shape) of rivers and fluvial 
landscapes. We will use both field measurements (i.e., 
get our feet wet in the stream) and computer models 

to analyze local river systems from both a hydrologi-
cal and ecological perspective. Students will explore 
the primary literature, complete lab exercises, develop 
a stream project, and discuss the response of streams 
to natural and human-induced environmental change. 
This course requires weekly field trips to a local stream. 
Fieldwork includes hiking and wading in shallow wa-
ter.

NS-0296-1: Zymurgy

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center B2 CRS Friday 9 a.m. 5 p.m.; Cole 

Science Center 2-MOLC CRS Friday 9 a.m. 5 p.m.
Faculty: C. Jarvis
Seats: 12
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This fermentation science course is designed to 
familiarize students with the current topics and pro-
cedures in brewing science. This upper-level course re-
quires previous course and laboratory work in chemis-
try and microbiology. The course will focus on the study 
of the fundamental and applied sciences related to the 
use of microorganisms as production and processing 
agents. Specifically, we will examine the technological 

and biochemical aspects of the brewing process, in-
cluding raw materials, malting, mashing, fermentation 
and maturation. In addition to lectures and discussion 
on the readings, the course will include extensive lab-
oratory work. Students will work in small groups on a 
focused research project. Prerequisites: cell or molecu-
lar biology, chemistry, or microbiology

NS-0303-1: Ecological Genetics

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 2-OPEN CRS Monday, Wednesday 

1 p.m. 2:20 p.m.
Faculty: C. Ross
Seats: 20
Skills: Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Ecological genetics lies at the interface of ecology, 
evolution, and genetics. This discipline concerns the ge-
netics of ecologically important traits (those traits that 
relate to fitness and adaptation) and primarily focus-
es on phenotypic variation and evolution. This course 
will provide a foundation for how and why traits such 
as cryptic coloration in butterflies persist and what 
variations in mice populations allow some individu-
als to survive the winter. We will read background and 
primary literature in this field to understand how eco-
logical genetics is important in answering basic and 
applied questions about organisms. Students will re-

search specific applications of this discipline and pres-
ent their findings in written and oral format. Prerequi-
sites: previous work in biology and statistics would be 
helpful.
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NS-0338-1: Global Change Ecology

Note(s): 
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 2-OPEN CRS Monday, Wednesday 

10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: S. Sistla
Seats: 15
Skills: Writing and Research; Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

Stasis doesn’t exist in nature, so what defines glob-
al change? What are its causes? Do earth system feed-
backs amplify or retard human-changes? At what tem-
poral and spatial scales do humans worry about global 
change and why? To explore current historical changes 
in science, politics, law, management, and cultural ideas 
about the nature of nature, we will draw on readings 
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
5th Assessment Report and Millennium Assessment, 

as well as films, newspaper articles, and foundational 
environmental science books (i.e., Silent Spring, Cadil-
lac Desert, The World Without Us). This seminar-style 
course will be driven by student-led discussions. The 
course will also include several field trips to research 
sites studying global change phenomena and local sites 
undergoing change, including the Hampshire College 
Farm Center.

NS-0377-1: Data Analysis in the Health Sciences

Note(s): Limited to Div II/III Students
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 316 SEM Tuesday 5:30 p.m. 8:30 

p.m.
Faculty: E. Conlisk
Seats: 15
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This hands-on course provides an overview of the 
statistics and data analyses commonly used in epide-
miologic and medical research. The primary goals are 
to learn to develop a testable hypothesis, identify ap-
propriate analyses and correctly interpret and commu-
nicate the results, orally and in writing. Students will 
spend the first half of the semester analyzing health 
datasets of various sizes and structures, and gaining 
practice with basic statistical tests (t-test, ANOVA, chi-
square, regression) and measures of effect (relative 

risk, odds ratio). Students will then work independent-
ly, developing and executing analytical plans for data 
they have collected or have accessed on their own. This 
is an ideal course for Division III students who will be 
analyzing quantitative data for their research as well 
as students who want to develop their statistical skills 
through extensive practice. There are no prerequisites 
for the course, though an introductory course in statis-
tics is strongly encouraged.

NS-0381-1: Terrestrial Ecology

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 110 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 

a.m. 11:50 a.m.; Cole Science Center 110 LAB Thursday 1 p.m. 5 p.m.
Faculty: B. Schultz
Seats: 11
Skills: Independent Work; Quantitative Skills; Multiple Cultural 

Perspectives
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Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 
to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course is primarily for a relatively small group 
of more advanced students to do field studies in terres-
trial ecology, field trips, and readings from primary lit-
erature. We will use the Hampshire College forests and 
fields, the canopy walkway, farm center, and off-cam-
pus sites as our study areas. We’ll be outside as much 
as possible early on, and visit several habitats and loca-

tions of interest. We’ll also carry out several field prob-
lems or small sampling projects, focusing on studies of 
vegetation, birds, insects and other invertebrates, and 
salamanders, among others, also depending upon the 
weather, results of our work as they develop, and the 
interests of the participants in the course. Prerequisite: 
some previous biology

NS-0388-1: Advanced Methods in Microbiology

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Cole Science Center 2-OPEN CRS Monday 2:30 p.m. 

5:30 p.m.; Cole Science Center 2-MOLC LAB Monday 2:30 p.m. 5:30 
p.m.

Faculty: J. Castorino
Seats: 12
Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course students are generally expected to spend at least 6 

to 8 hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time.

This course is intended for Div III and advanced 
Div II students who are committed to proposing, devel-
oping, or carrying-through research projects involving 
techniques commonly used in a molecular biology lab. 
Students will integrate advanced approaches, proto-
cols, and strategies for molecular biology. Depending 
on student projects, methods may include advanced 
PCR (inverse, nested, multiplexed, primer-based mutat-
agenesis), qPCR, genomic and cDNA library construc-
tion, RNA and protein expression, hybridization meth-
ods, cloning and transformation strategies, imaging, 

cell-tissue culture, bioinformatics, and assessment of 
genomic variation. Readings will draw from primary 
literature, and students will present papers and proj-
ect reports in written and oral formats. Students may 
explore projects in development of, or in conjunction 
with, Div III work or independent studies. Selected stu-
dents will develop projects in preparation for TAing a 
spring lab course in basic molecular biology methods. 
Prerequisites: NS 235, Methods in Molecular Biology, or 
equivalent lab experience is required.

Outdoor Programs, Recreation, and 
Athletics

OPRA-0101-1: Beginning Shotokan Karate

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Robert Crown Center 21 SEM Monday, Wednesday 

8:30 p.m. 10 p.m.
Faculty: S. Kanner
Seats: 30
Additional: Accepted for CEL 1 credit.

Shotokan Karate began as an unarmed form of 
self-defense for civilians on the island archipelago off 
the southwestern coast of Japan: present day Okina-
wa. During its forceful annexation to the main island 
of Japan in the late 19th century, any individual with a 

working knowledge of hand-to-hand combat was con-
sidered a threat to the Japanese military incursions. 
Training and practice of karate had to be held in se-
cret and late at night. No previous experience in any 
martial art is required for this class. Students will ex-
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plore and practice basics (kihon) of standing, blocking, 
striking and kicking. Using balance, timing and coor-
dination we will begin to thread these individual tech-
niques into larger sequences of movements called kata 
(forms). Within the movements of each kata resides the 
building blocks of combat techniques. Students will 
engage in paired exercises using techniques from the 
kata to form basic drills of sparring (kumite). Beginning 
students will have the opportunity to observe OR par-

ticipate in the semi-annual Kyu Test taking place at the 
end of each semester for formal feedback on their tech-
nique. Come to class well hydrated and in maneuver-
able clothing suitable for wide ranges of body motion. 
Class meets in the South Lounge on the 2nd floor of the 
Robert Crown Center. 5-College students will be graded 
pass/fail. “There is no first strike in karate,” - Principle 
#2, Master Gichin Funakoshi.

OPRA-0102-1: Intermediate Shotokan Karate

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Robert Crown Center 21 SEM Tuesday, Thursday 7 

p.m. 8:30 p.m.
Faculty: S. Kanner
Seats: 20
Additional: MUST complete OPRA# 0101 Accepted for CEL 1 credit

Material and content explored in OPRA-0101 will be 
expanded to include more combinations of techniques; 
greater freedom in sparring; and more complicated 
kata. Students will be trained for voluntary partici-
pation in the semi-annual Kyu Test at the end of each 
semester. (Only practitioners with membership to the 
national organization of SKA will receive formal rank 
or promotion). Special practices focusing on endurance 
and practical forms of self-defense will also be fea-
tured at the end of the semester. (((This is an advanc-

ing course - continuing students will progress to more 
complicated material each semester.))) Pre-requisites: 
Completion of OPRA-0101 “Beginning Shotokan Kara-
te”. Class meets in the South Lounge on the 2nd floor 
of the Robert Crown Center. 5-College students will be 
graded pass/fail. “The deeper truths of the martial arts 
are not tied to techniques, tricks or strategies for win-
ning - they are tied to the strategies of your life”, - John 
Teramoto, President Black Belt Council of S.K.A.

OPRA-0104-1: Introduction to Kickboxing

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Robert Crown Center 21 SEM Wednesday, Friday 11 

a.m. 12 p.m.
Faculty: S. Kanner
Seats: 25
Additional: Accepted for CEL 1 credit.

Students of all fitness levels will experience aerobic, 
plyometric training in a full introduction of strikes and 
kicks. Proper technique on how to safely align hands, 
wrists, feet and ankles for absorbing impact while hit-
ting and holding a punching bag will be studied. (((This 
is an advancing course - continuing students will prog-
ress to more complicated material each semester.))) 
NOTE: This course is NOT a formal method of practical 
combat, violence prevention training nor a means to 
practice free form sparring. OPRA-0104 Kickboxing is 
designed to get your heart rate up for all fitness levels 

to enjoy with an emphasis on movement, stress relief, 
technique and proper transference of energy without 
any competitive nature. Come to class well hydrated - 
water bottles must start full and be with you AT ALL 
TIMES. Bringing a personal towel is recommended. 
Hand pads and cloth prosthesis are also recommend-
ed and available for purchase by the instructor. AB-
SOLUTELY NO WEARING OF jeans, jewelry, watches, 
hats, shoes or socks during class. Class will meet in the 
South Lounge on the 2nd floor of the Robert Crown 
Center. 5-College students will be graded pass/fail.

OPRA-0115-1: Beginning Kyudo (Japanese Zen Archery)

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
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Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Robert Crown Center 21 CRS Monday, Wednesday 3 
p.m. 4:30 p.m.

Faculty: S. Kanner
Seats: 16
Additional: Accepted for CEL 1 credit.

Archery was historically considered the most elite 
of samurai military forms. To be an archer meant you 
were beholden to defending your lord’s stronghold 
from distant threats. After the era of great civil war 
had ended in Japan by 1600 A.D., samurai warriors were 
at a loss for a way to keep current their military tactics. 
The need to repurpose the paradigm of their fighting 
and destructive methods caused the samurai to shift 
towards scholastic pursuits, religion and philosophy. 
Students will encounter a standing form of Zen medi-
tation or Ritsuzen, by way of the Japanese bow. At the 
beginning level, students will concentrate on learning 

the first step-by-step form called Shichido, or The Sev-
en Coordinations. This precise form is the basic meth-
od of firing a single arrow in one meditative instance. 
Students will begin with a comprehensive briefing of 
the equipment and practice of simulated shooting with 
no target. Regular practice of live shooting at short dis-
tance will occur after individual sessions of the “First 
Shot” procedure. The target at only seven feet away 
acts a mirror to the archer; reflecting the condition 
of their mind and spirit. Class will meet in the South 
Lounge, 2nd floor of the Robert Crown Center. 5-Col-
lege students will be graded pass/fail.

OPRA-0116-1: Intermediate Kyudo (Japanese Zen Archery)

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Robert Crown Center 21 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 5:15 

p.m. 6:45 p.m.
Faculty: S. Kanner
Seats: 16
Additional: MUST complete OPRA# 0115 Accepted for CEL 1 credit.

Students will review topics on handling equipment, 
maintenance and the practice of Shichido. Introduced 
at the intermediate level are two-arrow forms called 
Hitote and Tsukubai. Both will be practiced at short 
range and then gradually at a more distant target. Stu-
dents will learn the difference in equipment required 
for long-range shooting and how to synchronize with 
other archers in their practice. In order to harmonize 
with others, surrendering the ego becomes a necessary 
objective. Being too fast or too slow during this process 

of the form is an indication of undesired individuality. 
At longer distances do not become consumed by aiming 
at the target but rather to properly align yourself with 
it. Do not allow the tempting satisfaction of hitting the 
target to steal your mind or your heart. (((This is an ad-
vancing course - continuing students will progress to 
more complicated material each semester.))) Prerequi-
site: Completion of OPRA #0115. Class will meet in the 
South Lounge, 2nd floor of the Robert Crown Center. 
5-College students will be graded pass/fail.

OPRA-0117-1: Iaido, Japanese Swordsmanship

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 Robert Crown Center GYM CRS Tuesday, Thursday 

2 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
Faculty: S. Kanner
Seats: 10
Additional: Accepted for CEL 1 credit.

Debated to be the most superbly engineered sword 
in the world, the katana spans into the modern day 
from deep roots in Japanese culture. Popularly recog-
nized as the icon of samurai warriors as their primary 
weapon on the historical battlefield, Iaido reinvents 
the use of the sword as a means of practicing precision, 
refinement and manners inspired by more civilized 
settings. As a form-based martial art, Iaido is normal-

ly practiced without the presence of a physical oppo-
nent. Its principal function is the analysis, study and 
perfection of kata (forms), which consist of four pri-
mary coordinations: 1.Nukitsuke, drawing cut; 2.Kirit-
suke. finishing cut; 3. Chiburi, cleansing the blade; and 
4. Noto, returning the sword to the scabbard. Students 
will begin by studying these basics, which will lend to 
informed navigation and the learning of entire kata. 
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(((This is an advancing course - continuing students 
will progress to more complicated material each semes-
ter.))) Instructor permission is required. Uniforms and 
equipment are provided by the instructor. Instructor 
permission is granted ONLY in-person during atten-
dance within the add/drop period. (((No previous mar-

tial arts experience required.))) REQUESTS FOR EARLY 
ENROLLMENT PRIOR TO THE FIRST CLASS WILL 
NOT BE HONORED FOR HAMPSHIRE OR 5-COLLEGE 
STUDENTS. Class meets on the gymnasium floor near 
the climbing wall in the Robert Crown Center. 5-Col-
lege students will be graded pass/fail.

OPRA-0118-1: R.A.D. Basic Self Defense for Women (BSD)

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: 09/16/16 10/07/16 Robert Crown Center 21 CRS Friday 1:30 p.m. 4 

p.m.
Faculty: S. Kanner; E. Rimmer
Seats: 20
Additional: Meets ONLY Sept. 16 - Oct. 7 Accepted for CEL 1 credit.

The Rape Aggression Defense system (R.A.D.) is a 
program of realistic self-defense tactics and techniques. 
The system is a comprehensive course for women that 
begins with risk awareness, prevention, reduction, and 
avoidance, while progressing on to the basics of hands-
on defense training. It is dedicated to teaching wom-
en defensive concepts and techniques against various 
types of assault, by utilizing easy, effective and proven 
self-defense/martial arts tactics. The RAD system of 
realistic defense provides women with the knowledge 
to make an educated decision about resistance. Safety 

and survival in today’s world require a definite course 
in action. Women will learn effective options for taking 
an active role in their own self-defense and psycholog-
ical well being. All physical abilities are welcome and 
no previous experience is necessary but consistent at-
tendance or making up classes is necessary. RAD is a 12 
hour program that meets weekly on Fridays for ONLY 4 
consecutive weeks. TAKE CAREFUL NOTICE OF THE 
SPECIFIC DATES LISTED. Class meets in the South 
Lounge on the second floor of the Robert Crown Cen-
ter. 5-College students will be graded pass/fail.

OPRA-0119-1: R.A.D. Basic Self Defense for Men (RFM)

Note(s): Co-Curricular Course
Meeting Info: 10/28/16 11/18/16 Robert Crown Center 21 CRS Friday 1:30 p.m. 4 p.m.
Faculty: S. Kanner; E. Rimmer
Seats: 20
Additional: Meets ONLY Oct. 28 - Nov. 18 Accepted for CEL 1 credit.

Resisting Aggression with Defense (R.A.D.) address-
es violence as a sexist phenomena. Social constructs of 
masculinity promotes the notion that all men know “to 
fight” and that they are never the victims of violence. 
Violence can affect and victimize all genders. Statistics 
and recorded data indicate that a high percentage of 
reported aggressive or violent instances involve men in 
some capacity. This program’s directive is the develop-
ment of realistic and responsible self defense options 
for men that resist and deescalate confrontational 
situations. By simply elevating individual awareness, 
you are in fact reducing the likelihood of encountering 

aggressive behavior. Unfortunately, a small percentage 
of confrontational incidents may be unavoidable. This 
being so, this program is designed to empower men to 
with verbal skills to disengage from volatile situations 
and to equip them with practical physical techniques 
for protection and self defense. RAD is a 12 hour pro-
gram that meets weekly on Fridays for ONLY 4 consec-
utive weeks. TAKE CAREFUL NOTICE OF THE SPE-
CIFIC DATES LISTED. Class meets in the South Lounge 
on the 2nd floor of the Robert Crown Center. 5-College 
students will be graded pass/fail.

Language Studies
LS-0101-1: Elementary Spanish I

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
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Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 [Classroom TBA] SEM Monday, Wednesday 4 p.m. 
6:30 p.m.

Faculty: S. Artur
Seats: 5
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: This class is taught by faculty from the International Language 

Institute of Massachusetts in Northampton (www.ili.edu). For 
more information regarding placement in this course, please 
contact Samira Artur, samira@ili.edu. In this course, students are 
expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week of preparation 
and work outside of class time.

This course is designed for students with no back-
ground in Spanish. Students are introduced to basic 
grammatical structures including present, past and 
future (ir + a + infinitive tenses) and by the end of the 
semester should be able to communicate in verbal and 
written forms about personal information, daily activ-

ities, future plans and past experiences. All four skill 
areas (speaking, listening, reading and writing) are 
practiced through activities that are based on real-life 
situations and the students’ experiences. Attendance 
and participation count for seventy percent of the re-
quirement for credit/evaluation.

LS-0102-1: Elementary Spanish II

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 [Classroom TBA] SEM Monday, Wednesday 1 p.m. 

3:30 p.m.
Faculty: S. Artur
Seats: 5
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: This class is taught by faculty from the International Language 

Institute of Massachusetts in Northampton (www.ili.edu). For 
more information regarding placement in this course, please 
contact Samira Artur, samira@ili.edu. In this course, students are 
expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week of preparation 
and work outside of class time.

This course is the second semester of first-year 
Spanish and students enrolled in this course should 
have taken LS101 or the equivalent. This class is taught 
almost entirely in Spanish and focuses on speaking 
and using the target language. Students entering this 
level should be able to use the present, future (ir+a+in-
finitive) and past with some fluency and accuracy. At-
tention is given to building accuracy with grammati-
cal structures introduced in LS101 and focuses on the 

differences between the preterit and imperfect tenses 
along with an introduction to present subjunctive. 
More sophisticated grammar is also introduced in this 
course. All four skill areas (speaking, listening, reading 
and writing) are practiced through activities that are 
based on real-life situations and the students’ experi-
ences. Attendance and classroom participation count 
for seventy percent of the requirement for credit/eval-
uation.

LS-0110-1: Elementary Arabic I

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 ASH-112 CRS MTWTHF 10:30 a.m. 11:20 a.m.
Faculty: 
Seats: 7
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
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Skills: Independent Work; Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Part of the Five College language consortium. Students enrolled 

in the fall term must re-register for spring. Students are expected 
to spend two hours to prepare for each class.

A yearlong course that introduces the basics of 
Modern Standard Arabic, this course concentrates on 
all four skills: speaking, listening, reading and writing. 
Beginning with the study of Arabic script and sound, 
students will complete the Georgetown text Alif Baa 
and finish Chapter 13 in Al Kitaab Book I by the end 

of the academic year. Students will acquire vocabulary 
and usage for everyday interactions as well as skills 
that will allow them to read and analyze a range of 
texts. In addition to the traditional textbook exercises, 
students will write short essays and participate in role 
plays, debates, and conversations throughout the year.

LS-0111-1: Elementary Chinese I

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 CRS MTWTHF 5 p.m. 5:50 p.m.
Faculty: K. Johnson; D. Song
Seats: 4
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time.

Elementary Chinese I: This course will be taught by 
a visiting teacher of Chinese from the Hampshire Col-
lege China Exchange program and supervised by Pro-
fessor Kay Johnson. It will cover the first semester of 
beginning Chinese. The second semester of beginning 
Chinese language will be offered during the spring se-

mester. The course will follow the Integrated Chinese 
textbook series. The class will cover speaking, reading, 
and writing Chinese characters. Required books are: 
Integrated Chinese Textbook Level 1, Part 1; Integrated 
Chinese Workbook Level 1, Part 1; Integrated Chinese 
Character Workbook, Level 1, Part 1.

LS-0123-1: American Sign Language I

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-106 CRS Tuesday, Thursday 10:30 a.m. 11:50 a.m.
Faculty: 
Seats: 7
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: In this course, students are expected to spend at least six to eight 

hours a week of preparation and work outside of class time. This 
time includes practicing sign language with the DVDs/classmates, 
doing their student workbooks, doing readings and writing 
reaction papers/one term paper with their choice of topic related 
to information about the deaf.

This course introduces the third mostly widely 
used language in the United States and Canada. It is 
intended to give an overview of both the language and 
the culture of the deaf community. Emphasis will be fo-
cused on learning basic grammatical structure as well 

as developing receptive and expressive signing skills 
using in everyday conversation, also being able to give 
a skit in American Sign Language. Cultural aspects of 
the Deaf community will be shared through readings, 
videotapes/DVDS, presenters and class discussion.

LS-0201-1: Intermediate Spanish I

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
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Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 [Classroom TBA] SEM Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 
3 p.m.

Faculty: S. Artur
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: This class is taught by faculty from the International Language 

Institute of Massachusetts in Northampton (www.ili.edu). For 
more information regarding placement in this course, please 
contact Samira Artur, samira@ili.edu. In this course, students are 
expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week of preparation 
and work outside of class time.

This course is the first semester of second year 
Spanish. Students enrolled in this course should have 
taken LS102 or the equivalent and be able to use the 
present, future, preterit and imperfect tenses with 
some fluency and have a working knowledge of the 
present subjunctive. This course, taught almost en-
tirely in Spanish, is designed to reinforce grammatical 
structures introduced in first-year Spanish through ac-
tivities that practice all four skills: speaking, listening, 

reading and writing. Attention is given to using com-
mand forms and the present subjunctive. Classroom 
activities and topics are connected to the culture and 
literature of the Spanish-speaking world as well as stu-
dents’ own experiences. Emphasis is placed on speak-
ing and writing in Spanish. Attendance and classroom 
participation count for seventy percent of the require-
ment for credit/evaluation.

LS-0202-1: Intermediate Spanish II

Note(s): Satisfies Distribution
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 [Classroom TBA] SEM Tuesday, Thursday 12:30 p.m. 

3 p.m.
Faculty: J. Carpio
Seats: 13
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: This class is taught by faculty from the International Language 

Institute of Massachusetts in Northampton (www.ili.edu). For 
more information regarding placement in this course, please 
contact Samira Artur, samira@ili.edu. In this course, students are 
expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week of preparation 
and work outside of class time.

This course is the second semester of second-year 
Spanish. Students enrolled should have taken LS201 or 
the equivalent and be able to use the present, future, 
preterit, imperfect tenses, command forms and present 
subjunctive with some fluency. This course will solidi-
fy grammatical structures of Spanish through activi-
ties that practice all four skill areas: speaking, listening, 
reading and writing. Attention will be given to more so-

phisticated use of the subjunctive and compound tens-
es. Classroom activities and topics are connected to the 
culture and literature of the Spanish-speaking world as 
well as students’ own experiences. Emphasis is placed 
on speaking and writing in Spanish. Attendance and 
classroom participation count for seventy percent of 
the requirement for credit/evaluation.

LS-0311-1: Third year Chinese I

Note(s): Prerequisites Required
Meeting Info: Oct 1—Dec 31 FPH-103 CRS MWF 4 p.m. 4:50 p.m.
Faculty: K. Johnson; D. Song
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Seats: 12
Distribution: Culture, Humanities, and Languages
Skills: Multiple Cultural Perspectives
Additional: Students are expected to spend at least six to eight hours a week 

of preparation and work outside of class time. Pre-requisite: 
Completion of an intensive second year Chinese college course or 
equivalent is required to enter this class.

This course will be taught by a visiting professor of 
Chinese from the Hampshire College China Exchange 
program, D. Song and supervised by K. Johnson. Stu-
dents entering this class will be expected to have com-
pleted Intermediate Chinese or the equivalent of an 
intensive college-level second year Chinese language 
course. The class will cover the final chapters of Inte-
grated Chinese Level 2, part 2 and then proceed to All 

Things Considered. Emphasis will be placed equally on 
speaking, reading, and writing. By the end of the Fall 
semester, students will be expected to have mastered 
all of the grammar patterns and characters (both rec-
ognition and writing from memory) introduced in the 
Integrated Chinese series, Levels 1 and 2 and All Things 
Considered, part 1. The second semester of Third Year 
Chinese will be offered during the spring semester.
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